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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Procession (continued)</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumni reunion milestones from graduating classes ending in years 0, 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Platform Party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deans and Vice Presidents of the College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Cabinet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Government Leaders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valedictorian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salutatorian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honored Guests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provost Tony Liss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Marshal Janet Steele</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Vince Boudreau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Color Guard of the CUNY Army ROTC Program presents The National Colors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The National Anthem</td>
<td>CCNY Jazz Vocal Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greetings</td>
<td>Ken Sunshine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Board of Trustees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The City University of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome and President’s Message</td>
<td>President Boudreau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salutatory Address</td>
<td>Ali Khalil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valedictory Address</td>
<td>Rose Mary Biju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferring of Honorary Degrees</td>
<td>Provost Tony Liss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Stanley Nelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Anthony S. Fauci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keynote Speaker</td>
<td>Dr. Anthony S. Fauci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of Candidates</td>
<td>Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture Marta Gutman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grove School of Engineering Alexander Couzis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School of Education Edwin M. Lamboy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUNY School of Medicine &amp; Sophie Davis Biomedical Education Program Carmen Renee Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts and Science Colin Powell School for Civic and Global Leadership Andrew O. Rich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Presentation of Candidates (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division of Humanities and the Arts</th>
<th>Renata K. Miller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division of Science</td>
<td>Susan L. Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division of Interdisciplinary Studies at the Center for Worker Education</td>
<td>Juan Carlos Mercado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability in the Urban Environment</td>
<td>Kyle C. McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEEK Program</td>
<td>Sherri Rings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conferring of Doctoral Degrees

Conferring of Doctoral Degrees

President Boudreau

### Conferring of Masters Degrees

Conferring of Masters Degrees

President Boudreau

### Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees

President Boudreau

### The Ephebic Oath

Gary Calnek  
President, Alumni Association

We men and women  
graduating from The City College of New York,  
do this day, after the manner of the Athenian youths of old about to enter public life  
take this oath of devotion to the City of New York:

- we will never bring disgrace to our city  
  by any act of dishonesty or cowardice  
  nor ever desert our suffering comrades in the ranks;

- we will fight for the ideals and sacred things of the city  
  both alone and with many;

- we will revere and obey the city’s laws,  
  and do our best to incite a like respect and reverence  
  in those about us who are prone to annul them  
  and set them at naught;

- we will strive unceasingly to quicken the public’s sense of civic duty;

- and thus, in all these ways, we will strive to transmit this city  
  and not only not less but greater, better, and more beautiful  
  than it was transmitted to us.

### The Alma Mater

*Lavender, My Lavender*  
led by Vocalist Nathan Ferraz (Bachelor of Music, Class of 2022)  
Accompanied by Professor Mike Holober

### Recessional

The audience is requested to remain in place until the Platform Party and Faculty have left the area.
Dear CCNY Graduates of the Class of 2022,

There are moments in our history that impress an indelible mark upon us, when we are called to do extraordinary things under the press of an indescribable moment. Anyone graduating in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic will be marked by this extraordinary moment. But even among that national class graduating in 2022, you are different.

We stand at the cusp of a national return from the isolation, peril and social dislocation of the pandemic. We will, all of us, be marked by these dangerous years, by what we have come through and endured, but no less, by how we rise and respond. At a time when the inequitable imprint of this scourge underscores the other inequities in our society, the City College—and those who work, study and graduate here—stand apart. You graduate from an institution established to redress inequality, an institution that insists on each generation of graduates the responsibility of scanning the social and political landscape, and setting out to rectify that which seems unfair, unjust or inequitable.

As an institution, we were made for this moment, a moment when the revival of so much that we hold dear requires the energy, insight and creativity of the whole people. As graduates of CCNY, you now shoulder the responsibility of advancing your vision of a strong and just society, as so many before you have done.

You have struggled, sometimes mightily and against long odds, to reach this day, and we revel with you in the pride of your accomplishment. You have contributed, in your questions and your ideas, to our vision, and as an institution we have adjusted that vision to account for your values and experiences. We have witnessed the flowering of your potential and expansion of your capacity.

For all of these reasons, and with sadness and joy, we now bid you farewell in the full confidence of what you will do with your gifts. Hold tight to the vision of our college, and carry it into the world as you leave. Cherish and nurture a sense of yourself as especially equipped to meet the demands of the day. Be confident in your voice, even as you venture into new and different territory. You leave our campus equipped for your professional life, with academic credentials and a full cache of skills. But you also carry a vision of a better day, and it needs constantly to be nourished by your courage and commitment.

You are the light of our lives, the fulfillment of our hopes, and our best chance at a fair and just society. I am honored to offer each and every one of you my most enthusiastic and profound congratulations.

With my warmest congratulations,

Vince Boudreau
President
HONORARY DEGREE

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, is director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and Chief Medical Advisor to the President. As NIAID director at the U.S. National Institutes of Health, Fauci oversees an extensive research portfolio focused on infectious and immune-mediated diseases. As the long-time chief of the NIAID Laboratory of Immunoregulation, he has made many seminal contributions in basic and clinical research and is one of the world’s most-cited biomedical scientists. He was one of the principal architects of the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), a program that has saved millions of lives throughout the developing world. In 2008, President George W. Bush awarded him the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest civilian award in the United States, for his PEPFAR work. At the start of the Biden administration, Fauci began serving as one of the lead members of the White House COVID-19 Response Team, and as President Biden’s Chief Medical Advisor. The City College of New York is proud to honor Dr. Anthony Fauci with the degree, Doctor of Science, honoris causa.

A 1976 CCNY alumnus, Stanley Nelson is the leading contemporary documentarian of the African American experience. His films combine compelling narratives with rich historical detail to illuminate the under-explored American past. His latest documentary film is the Oscar-nominated “Attica,” with Traci A. Curry, on the 1971 prison uprising. Other recent films include the Emmy-nominated “Tulsa Burning: The 1921 Race Massacre,” with Marco Williams, “Crack: Cocaine, Corruption & Conspiracy,” and “Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool,” which was Grammy-nominated for Best Music Film in 2020. In addition, Nelson’s “The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution,” is the first comprehensive feature-length historical documentary portrait of that organization, as well as a timely look at an earlier phase of Black activism around police violence in African American communities. Nelson is a MacArthur “Genius” Fellow and received the National Humanities Medals from President Obama in 2013. The City College of New York is proud to honor Stanley Nelson with the degree, Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa.
Rose Mary Biju, CCNY’s Class of 2022 Valedictorian, earned her BS in biomedical science last fall. She’s currently in the CUNY School of Medicine’s (CSOM) Class of 2025 and plans a career as an emergency medicine physician among underserved populations. Biju was the recipient of numerous honors as an undergraduate. She was on the Dean’s List from her freshman year and would add to her accolades the LCU Housing Grant Award, the Rita and Howard Shapiro Memorial Award, the Dean’s Medal for Academic Excellence and, for her volunteerism, the Empress EMT Sergeant Award for Zeal. In addition to her service with Empress EMT, Biju gained clinical experience as a volunteer in summer 2019 at Samaritan Hospital in her native Kerala, India. There she worked in the emergency room tending to injured patients, and shadowing physicians. At CSOM, Biju is a Rudin Research Fellow in the Community Health and Social Medicine Department. Associate Medical Professor Nancy L. Sohler described Biju as “a stellar student, not only achieving high grades, but working impressively as a team player.” Biju said of her academic accomplishments: “My efforts are not innate talent or intellect, but rather, they are more a product of discipline, a discipline inspired by my faith, by faculty at City College and loved ones.”

When Ali Khalil landed at JFK six years ago determined to become a doctor, the biggest challenge Khalil faced was language: the new immigrant from lower Egypt could hardly speak English. So, he took additional English classes in his junior year in high school. It’s paid off remarkably in a few short years. The Astoria, Queens resident is graduating with flying colors and accolades from mentors. “Ali is the kind of smart, engaged student that makes teaching fun, and his academic record is probably in the top 3% I have ever seen at City College,” said David J. Lohman, associate professor of biology. “He is intelligent, engaging, hard-working, and selfless. These are qualities that embody the ideals of The City College of New York.” Khalil’s academic honors include Dean’s Honors List, the Ira & Cecile Weber Scholarship from the Division of Science, and the S Jay Levy Fellowship. The latter is a year-long professional development experience for academically accomplished and career-focused students. It culminates in a summer internship or research experience. Off campus, he volunteers at New York-Presbyterian Hospital Queens where he provides patients with emotional support prior to surgery and assists clinical staff with their general duties. With an interest in both oncology and cardiology, Khalil’s main goal once a medical practitioner will be “bridging the gap between research and healthcare.”
Greetings and congratulations, on behalf of the Alumni Association membership, to the Class of 2022, and welcome as talented graduates of the City College of New York.

You and your families are justifiably proud of your graduation accomplishment. You may be the first college graduate in the family or continuing a tradition. Whichever it is, your accomplishment is a source of personal and family pride.

Your degree represents the aspirations, the dreams fulfilled, and validated the many sacrifices of your parents and possibly other family members. It justifies the faith they placed in you. It symbolizes your achievement and identifies you as an example for others in your immediate and/or family to emulate.

It also represents a personal sense of pride, confirming and recognizing your capabilities, as well as a harbinger of the type of success you can achieve, when you apply yourself. Take time to absorb and value this, while celebrating it with your family.

However, your attendance at CCNY unfortunately coincided with the unwelcomed arrival of the coronavirus pandemic in 2019, upending lives, spreading sickness, economic hardship, isolation, depression, and even death.

Your graduation is even more noteworthy when the obstacles you encountered and overcame are considered: the reduced personal interactions with fellow students and faculty, while you had to remain motivated as the virtual environment was being developed.

Remember, as a CCNY graduate, you come from a long and distinguished tradition, dating back to 1853, when the Alumni Association was established by the first graduating class. We are the oldest alumni association connected to a public college in the U.S.

CCNY graduates have played a major role in shaping NYC, the state, and nation. Our alums include 10 Nobel Laureates, large numbers of corporate and government leaders, attorneys, architects, doctors, engineers, educators, scientists, etc. As graduates of CCNY, we are among the second largest number of alums nationwide that have moved into the middle class and beyond. Your place awaits you!!!

However, while professional and economic success is in your future there are other challenges that you must confront and defeat, such as: the domestic threats to our democracy, the growing prominence of lies in the public square including "the Big Lie" that the 2020 Presidential election was stolen and the January 6 assault on Congress was a peaceful event, the shameful assaults on Asian citizens, the increase in anti-Semitism, the disparate judicial treatment by race received by Black and Brown people, as well as the pending reversal of Roe v. Wade.

Our democracy is not guaranteed. The strength of our representative democracy is a by-product of citizen education and engagement. Besides pursuing your career, you need to become a continued guardian of this democracy. You must consistently vote in local, state, and national elections and protect the vote of your fellow citizens.

The baton is now being extended to the Class of 2022, for you to join your fellow alums in committing and working to leave NYC, the state, and nation better than it was transmitted to you.

We also invite you to join the Alumni Association and some of our affiliates through our webpage, which will increase your professional network and enable you to maintain a relationship with prior and current graduates, while perpetuating the "1853 Tradition." Your first year is our gift in recognition of your graduation. Learn more at www.ccnyalumni.org.

Congratulations again !!!

Gary Calnek
President, CCNY Alumni Association
College honors for baccalaureate degrees are conferred on graduating seniors who meet standards approved by the Academic Senate. Based on $A = 4.0$, the grade point averages required for honors are 3.8 for summa cum laude, 3.5 for magna cum laude, and 3.2 for cum laude. Graduation honors are computed on the basis of all college level work taken by students, including work taken at institutions other than City College. Determination of these honors is final when all work is complete.

School of Education graduation honors are awarded to candidates for master’s degrees and advanced certificates who have a grade point average of 3.7 or higher with no grade below B, and who have exhibited high personal and professional qualities.

### Class of September 2021

#### BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
** Hajar Alrifai
** Belisa Byberi
** Samantha Cohen
** Silas Drewchin
  Ashley B. Echevarria
  Kelvin F. Guzman
** Jeffrey K. Gyemibi
** Devorah L. Kopcie
** Jenine Shane Mangubat
** Bryan Doer Ortega De Leon
** Albert Pereira
** Jasmine Perez
** Ori M. Samouha
** Sonam T. Sherpa
** David M. Weekes
** Jose M. Zacarias

#### BACHELOR OF ARTS
** Amarfy Abreu
** Mesidi Agbenu
** Sanjida Akhter
  Shamima Akther
  Yahya A. Alazazi
** Zakia Almamun
** Hillary M. Almonte
  Anahi M. Alvarado
  Latisha Amaker
** Siara Aquino
** Cesar J. Aquino
** Melody E. Araujo
  Ahmed Badran
** Cynthia Baez
  Rebecca Batista
  Farhat Batool
  Joshua Baumet
** Aynur Bektas
** Berkis Berroa
** Francesca Rose Blanco
  Joshua A. Borrego
  Bradimir Brito
  Hammisha Brooks
  Adrianna J. Brown
  Everton R. Brown
** Shaily Castillo
  Lisbeth Checo-rosa
*** Lassly P. Chicaiza
** Malik A. Christopher
** Kelsey Cohen
  Ismael Colon
** Maggie L. Correa
*** Krystal R. Cruz
  Lateshia E. Cunningham
** Elizabeth Dahlan

* Christelle Dastine
  Gabriel I. Davis
** Tiffany Del Valle
* Djenaba Diallo
  Britney Diaz
  Fatou Dioume
* Tess Dreizen
* Krystian Drellich
  Monica Maria Estrada Rojas
** Yuri Fennelly
  Edward R. Fernandez
  Adelin Figueroa
  Shanese Flemming
  Gelemy Y. Florez
  David S. Frimpong-Manso
  Byron D. Gallego
  Halina Dey Gameklu
  Matthew Gillette
* Claribeth Gomez
* Margaret Gonzalez
** Laura Guichardo
* Tyanna Harris
  Arlene Hernandez
** Andrew Hibbert
* Faria Hoque
  Esther Hughes
* Noor Sharlin Jahan
  Kiara M. Jiminian
* Jenee M. Johnson
  Anthony A. Jones
  Tiara L. Jones
  Gina Jorge
** Melissa Kalaj
  Saad Ahmad Khan
  Willistif A. Kitihoun
** Rachel M. Knutson
  Cara Marguerite Kodjovi
  Sacha G. Kodjovi
*** Arianna Koeck
* Primo Ledeboer Gill
*** Sarahgrace Lehmann
* Jonathan Liao
* Xiang Lin
  Leticia Lorenzo
* Yesenia Lucero
** Si Ying Ma Liu
** Natalie M. Macario
*** Don MacLeod
  Dilruba Majumder
  Armando Martinez
* Stephanie Martinez
*** Giselle Matos
  Christopher Mclean
  Kelli A. Mcshea
* Silvia Mejia
  Joshua Millstein
* Shane Mitchell
* Laura Mosquera
  Ismail Mukhtar
  Dauda Musah
  Sanjeda Nayeen
  Hewad Noori
  Caroline Nunes
** Kelly E. O’Brien
Melissa Olivar
Elizabeth Y. Pagan
Andrea Pauta
Phillip Perez
Shirlyn Perez
Stephanie M. Polanco
Marisel Polanco Alvarez
Luiz Ramirez
Clemente Rendon
Elizabeth Andrea Richardson
Amanda M. Rivera
John Rivera
Victoria A. Roberts
Michelle A. Rodriguez
Delfino Adalberto Rojas
Erick M. Rosario
Genesis S. Rosario
Joseph Russo
Sasha C. Safont
Denise Diana Sanchez
Omar Sanchez
Brandi Sanders
Shemar S. Sanders
Shah Sani
Amanda Neda Sarvi
Bantu Sy Savane
Aminata Seck
Karla Isabel Simmons
Tricina M. Simons
Tamell A. Spearng
Roniele O. Spencer
Haibo Tang
Richard L. Taylor
Laura S. Then
Vanessa Torres
Enoch Tusubira
Indhira Ramirez Urosa
Miguel Vargas
Sonia Valse
Cindy M. Vasquez
Gregory Vega
Alexis Villalvir
Mriama Wagheh
Kevin Watt
Daria Williams
Jeyan O. Williams
Arnel J. Wright
Xingzhao Wu
Shuron Wu
Simin Wu
Benjamin Y. Yiu
Andy Yuen
Feng Zhuo
Siobhan Stephenson
Luz I. Torres
Ronald Jarrod Wise
Leanna Wright

** Melissa Olivar
* Elizabeth Y. Pagan
Andrea Pauta
Phillip Perez
Shirlyn Perez
Stephanie M. Polanco
Marisel Polanco Alvarez
* Luiz Ramirez
Clemente Rendon
Elizabeth Andrea Richardson
Amanda M. Rivera
John Rivera
** Victoria A. Roberts
Michelle A. Rodriguez
Delfino Adalberto Rojas
* Erick M. Rosario
Genesis S. Rosario
Joseph Russo
* Sasha C. Safont
* Denise Diana Sanchez
* Omar Sanchez
** Brandi Sanders
Shemar S. Sanders
Shah Sani
*** Amanda Neda Sarvi
Bantu Sy Savane
Aminata Seck
*** Karla Isabel Simmons
** Tricina M. Simons
** Tamell A. Spearng
Roniele O. Spencer
* Haibo Tang
* Richard L. Taylor
Laura S. Then
* Vanessa Torres
Enoch Tusubira
Indhira Ramirez Urosa
Miguel Vargas
Sonia Valse
* Cindy M. Vasquez
Gregory Vega
Alexis Villalvir
Mriama Wagheh
Kevin Watt
Daria Williams
Jeyan O. Williams
Arnel J. Wright
Xingzhao Wu
* Shuron Wu
* Simin Wu
* Benjamin Y. Yiu
Andy Yuen
Feng Zhuo

BACHELOR OF ARTS
(INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES-CWE)
* Selen Adams
Aisha Ahmed
** John Louis Bido Rodriguez
Sophia Bien-Aime
Imara Casiano
Arely J. Hernandez
Sharon Kindell
Tashana T. Lawrence
Meir Lieberman
* Michelle A. Martinez
* Sonia Olivaes
Melanie T. Prieto
*** Vivian Alice Ramos
* Maria Shaukat

BACHELOR OF ARTS
(INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES-CWE)
* Selen Adams
Aisha Ahmed
** John Louis Bido Rodriguez
Sophia Bien-Aime
Imara Casiano
Arely J. Hernandez
Sharon Kindell
Tashana T. Lawrence
Meir Lieberman
* Michelle A. Martinez
* Sonia Olivaes
Melanie T. Prieto
*** Vivian Alice Ramos
* Maria Shaukat
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE/SOPHIE DAVIS
BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM)

*** Adham Ahmed
*** Tomisin Alalade
** Fortune I. Anyanwu
* Edward J. Augustin
* William Beauchamp
*** Bayan Berri
*** Rose Mary Biju
** Sophia Castro
*** Yaathika Challapalli
* Christian Chalmers
*** Erika Clarke
* Amy Cohen
** Lorenzo C. Cruz
* Vanessa C. Davila-Arboleda
** Krista C. Davy
*** Diane Delossantos
** Izuuchukwu Ebere
*** Gabriell Erisnor
* Priscila Espinal
* Ashley Francis
** Peter Fusco
* Briana C. Gates
** Ulric J. Hamlet
** Melissa C. Herrera
*** Kelechi Ibeh
*** Arshia Iqbal
** Nowshin N. Islam
*** Amy R. Jacob
Yablonsly Jacques
Benjamin Jacquez
*** Justin James
*** Elise Kwong
** Tiffany A. Lacroix
** Matthew W. Lee
*** Kenneth Levy
* Naomi V. Ligon
*** Kalena H. Liu
** Chisom T. Madu
*** Sehrish Malik
* Joseph Marte
*** Dave Mathai Mathew
*** Janyr Mayard
** Denisha McCurchin
* Tionne A. McDonald
** Paolo Merisier
* Arslan I. Mohamed
*** Ashley Mota
* Chelsie K. Napier
* Tasnova A. Osmani
* Seongee Park
*** Dhruv Patel
*** Tharushi Perera
*** Jaime R. Peter
*** Aivi A. Rahman
*** Jeffrey Robles
*** Angel Rodriguez
*** Dillon O. Rogando
** Oluwaseyitan S. Rufai
** Stephanie A. Salazar
*** Zachariah Samuel
*** Natalie J. Santana
** Bilal Siddiqui
** Anna Solomon
* Jonathan K. Su
* Nowshin Tasfia
* Ifeoluwa M. Tugbobo
** Keitha D. Varela
* Kathryn S. Varghese
*** Jeniah Villanueva
Brianna N. Wallace
** Jasmin M. Wang
*** Vincent Yao

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(EDUCATION)

* Angel R. Bautista
* Gina Capobianco
* Lourdes M. Infante
*** Jeremiah A. Merritt
*** Neyalis M. Reyes
*** Yan Shi

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE I
Christian D. Coronel
Sayem M.A. Shah

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
Annie R. Scott

MASTER OF ARTS
Marcelo G. Aguayo
Rabiya Zarin Ahmed
Callie J. Buchan
Amanda Carvalho Kina
Thomas Corcoran
Jordan A. Daniel
Brianna L. Daugherty
Esther Hernandez
Joseph Hillesheim
Brianna M. Laricchia
Cara Teresa MC Mc Manus
Tiffany M. Montero
Nancy Oji
Ross Ritter
Rae Legine Rodriguez
Jay Michael Smith
John F. Timlin

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Kawalpreet Multani

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
(MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Juan C. Murcia

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Renee Salandy
Erica Shires

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS
Allison S. Haddad
Chansa E. Mushota
Mayar A. Shoaeib

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
(BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING)
Chun Wei Chi
Andrea Corti
Lukas Hirsch
James Frederick Padgett

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
(CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Subramaniam Chembai Ganesh
Nicole T. Donovan
Seungri Kim
Yegor Nikitin

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Jinglun Feng
Jingya Liu

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
(ARCHITECTURE)
Mario Joya

MASTER OF SCIENCE
(ARCHITECTURE)
Maneeza Bilal
Carla L. De La Cruz
Emilie I. Dion
Katherine E. Espinoza
Haneen Kharoub
Paul M. Molinaro
Sherry Perreira
Emily R. Tortora
Farida Ymmeli

MASTER OF SCIENCE
(BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING)
Michelle Joslyn Gelbs

MASTER OF SCIENCE
(COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Roger Perry-Stovall
Bharat Rosanlall
Abu Taslim

MASTER OF SCIENCE
(EDUCATION)
Raquel M. Acuna
Selena L. Almanzar
+ Bianca R. Ambrosio
+ Caitlin Bajo
+ Jenna Barone
Naquan S. Brown
Antonette Brown-Whittick
Nakia S. Bynum
+ Tara Canney
+ Christine Chen
+ Chun Ting Chen
Benjamin Cofresi
+ Larisa Cox
Sendy E. De La Rosa
+ Edelyne Destin
+ Alana Digiacomo
+ Andrew Duong
+ Richard Escudero
+ Chloe Evans-Cross
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justine A. Ferreira</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Fokuo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Francquisquini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Laureal Gayle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Kattie Guerrero-valoy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Corin Harmon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Timothy Hartnett</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Julia Hoffman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ David Jatina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Salma Kamal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Lorna Kralik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan R. Kramer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Sara Langham</td>
<td></td>
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Anyelina Cantos  
Jeremy A. Edwards  
Olivia E. Jorge  
Lorenzo G. Faganotti  
Sabrina Tenteromano  

Mehmed Mitchel-El  

Alex Tang  

Chun Wei Chi  

Michael Joseph D’Ambrose  
Shaghayegh Darjani  
Adeyinka Ahmed Lesi  

Equisha Dian Glenn  

Elaine Chen Alden  
Malherbe Belizaire  
Patrick Thomas Berry  
Paul Bird  
Melissa E. Cortes  
Patricia Cowans  
Jesselle Cudjoe  
Vanessa Deravin  
Alanna Rose Dunn  
Monique N. Felton  
Jasmin Findlay  
Meredith Ford  
Naisha N. Frolio
The following is a list of candidates for graduation and not an official list of graduates.

Please note that College honors listed for candidates below with "*", "**", or "***" is not the final calculation. Determination of these College honors is final when all work is complete.

** BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE **
Tuba A. Ahmed
Noor U. Ain
* Yaqub Aisaa
* Carlos Almeida
*** Moriah Amesbury
** Fernando J. Aparicio
* Diana M. Barreto
Nicole Bass
* Evan Craig
Serkan Dogan
* Nada Elsayed
** Trisha Nicole Estuye
* Samiya Fagun
** Hames A. Gabr
* Chantal Garrido
** Tiffany S. Gonzalez
*** Violet N. Greenberg
** Robin Harrison
*** Ahmed Helal
* Krystal N. Hernandez
*** Caroline Ho
Juan D. Isaza Uribe
** Moonjung Jang
* Christine Jurado
Alfonso Libron
Patrick Machado
* Rodrigo A. Montano Guaman
* Angie C. Montenegro
* Julie C. Morgado
* Aaron Morgado
Rolande Namegabe
** Melanie Nunez
Victor S. Ortiz
** Anthonio R. Roye
* Luis Salinas
*** Judy Sanchez
** Luis Vargas
** Tiffany G. Velin
* Tatiana Voitovich
* Sebastian P. Wisniewski

** BACHELOR OF ARTS **
* Alexa Nicole Abbatiello
** Nurriddieenah B. Abdullah
*** Kyle Abrahams
Janiel Abreu
Akosua A. Abrokwaah
** Raheel Adil
Daaawwi Aga
** Liseth Aguilar
** Nushrath Ahmed
* Movee Akter

* Samihah Akther
*** Azizah Al Antri
** Abdullah Al Iman
*** Aidah Al-Antri
Eliel S. Alba
* Muqusteen Aleema
* Skye Alexander
*** Annicar L. Alfaro-Martell
Trent Alfred
** Rabab Alhadad
*** Mariam Ali
* Mariam Ali
Zain Ali
Ahmed Ali-Kparah
*** Kathleen Alli
*** Kristina Alli
Joeline P. Allsup
Jayleen A. Almanzar
* Michelle Almanzar
** Gavin Almonte
Kaleb Alston
Brandon A. Alvarez
Teresa T. Alvarez
* Andrew Alvarez
** Guadalupe Ambrosio
*** Adouma Ali Amel-Hassane
Stephanie A. Amoako
Pamela G. Andral
* Marie Medjine Antoine
** Anthony C. Artine
* Jordrick Argudo
Brenda Carisa Arias
* Florina Arifaj
** Lohana D. Arozarena
* Chelsea Arthur
*** Katelyn Asciutto
** Mohamed Asran
Richard B. Aucacama
* Shantel Audein
Job Auguste
** Shanley Augustin
Yesenia Avelino
* Pearl Ayamba
** Leopold M. Azucena
** Anne Babalola
Shabana Bachu
January Mae L. Bacus
*** Djenabou Bah
Jisury Balbuena
** Francini Balbuena
* Vanessa Balkaran
Gianmarco Barletta
* Brian Barona
** Diego Barrenchea
Mariana Barry
Vesly Beato
* Robert Kevin Beauregard
*** Noshin Begum
** Shyan Bell
* Sabrina Benbader
Yanelkys M. Bernard
*** Shreesika Bisht
*** Colleen A. Bixler
** Daniel J. Bland
** Isabel Mary Blas
*** Jacqueline Sarah Blyudoy
* Sharon K. Boateng
Zachary M. Boccio
** Evelly Boiguene
** Dante Bombardiere
Iman A. Bootan
Johanny M. Breton
Irin Bristy
** Pascal Jean Louis
* Kai I. Jefferson
Brenda Jerez
** Ling Jiang
*** Lepping Jiang
** Jayleen Destiny Jimenez
* Maria E. Jimenez
Jessica Jimenez
Melissa Jimenez
*** Elsa Johnson
*** Fondell L. Jones
Sasha-Ka Jones
*** Angela J. Jonsson
Roy Jordan
Sabreen Judeh
* Humayun Kabir
Ansa E. Kamran
* Jake Kapnick
** David Kashanian
* Alissa Kateram
* Vaneeza Kausar
Akeem Kearse
* Jordan Kenlock
Kohinoor A. Keron
** Tahmina J. Keya
* Mommina Khalid
* Huda Khalil
* Malika Anjum Khan
Faizan Khan
*** Amber Khatri
** Farouk Khedr
* Jennifer C. King
Caleb H. Kinzonzii
* Fiona Kissane
Stephanie A. Klinkert
Fatouma Kone
Andrew D. Labissiere
** Andrew Laguna
* Brian Laluces
Anjana Lama
Tiffany Lawrence
* Yujin Lee
* Jing Wen Lei
* Meijun Lei
** Kiersten Lewis
Jasmine Kayla Lewis
* Ariana Elizabeth Lewkowitz-Shipunoff
Corina Leyva
* Jasper Li
* Zhi Hong Li
Wen An Liang
** Britney Liriano
Xiaohong Liu
* Sarah Logan
* Anna E. Lokken
Kayla I. Loperena
Matthew Lopez
Madelyn Lopez
Manuel Lopez-Gonzalez
Shaina E. Louis
Cindy Louis
* Carolina Lozano
*** Jendelyn Lucero
Griselda Josephine Lucero
* Erica C. Lynch
Ruobing Ma
Melissa Macilo
Ridita Malik
*** Mazeda Malik
** Paul Francis Mandia
* Joseph T. Mansfield
** Khadija Maqsood
Kiara Marciano
Diana M. Marchany
** Angie Mariano
Javier Marin
Dajana Marku
Naomi Marquez
** Jennifer A. Marquez Molano
Dwight Martin
*** Kimberly Noemy Martinez
Eliamar A. Martinez
** Ramon Martinez
** Tatiana Martinez
Hillary Martinez
Jillian Martinez
Rebecca Martinez
Valentina Martins
Daribel Mata
** Dylan Mazzalli
Kirk McDonald
** Kaylee McGowan
* Wei Bin Mei
*** Stephanie Mejia
Sabrina Mejia
Daniel Mejia
Jocelyn Mejia
Paola C. Mejia
** Julie E. Melendez
Herbert Melendez
Christina L. Melvin-Dewees
** Igor Mendelyuk
** Paloma Mendez Gil
George Mendoza
** Ashley Mendoza
Arturo Menendez
** Mitra-Gaelle L. Mengue Bekale
* Ana Mercado
** Andrew Meshaj
*** Teresa Meltela
* Rupon M. Miah
Sadik Miah
Lashawn Miller
Yasmeen Mim
*** Ana Miranda
** Russell Mohammed
*** Tasnim Momo
** Librada Montero Hanley
Joenny M. Montesino
Nestor A. Montilla
** Mahalia Mora
Andres Mora
*** Chelsea Morales
Xena M. Morales
Demi Moran
** Teresa P. Moran
*** Jessica Morel
Leonel Moreno
Mardochere A. Morissett
** Nahida Motin
* Sumi Moula
** Ashley R. Moure
Andre V. Mozalez
Anyssa Munoz
Kevin Munoz
** Tonya Munoz
Nicolas A. Munoz
Madina Muzdybayeva
** Nazmun Nahar
* Mohammed Nahiduzzaman
Andrea S. Marine
Jennifer Navarrete
* Mai M. Ndaiye
** Divine Ndombo
Najaye N. Nesheth
Ndeye Niang
** Seth M. Nicholas
Kelly A. Nicoletto
* Luvinder Nijjer
** Maricela M. Niola
* Kiara Nolascio
** Taifriha Nowsheen
Denise M. Nunez
Nishat T. Nur
* Nadia Nurunnahid
Ngozi Nwogu
** Stephanie Nyame
* Michelle Obeng
Gabriel Ochoa-Dreyfus
* Maame Tiwaa Ocran
*** Nathaly N. Olivares
Vanessa N. O'Neil
Yaroslav Opanasuk
* Stephanie Johana Orozco
Lisbet Ortega
Brittni Ortiz
Esther Ortiz
*** Sylvia C. Osner
Kathy Osorio
* Joshua Ospina
* Amanda Ozman
* Christopher L. Padron
Karina Paez Rojas
Brenda P. Page
*** John D. Papageorgiou
* Emily P. Paredes
*** Stephanie E. Pareja
Jully Patel
* Acacia Patterson
** Kayla Marina Pena
Bethel Peralta
Jenny Perdomo
* Valerie Perez
Katherine Perez
Elvia Perez
** Loyda Perez
* Chetzi Perez
*** Lesly Perla
** Lynell D. Perry
*** Rani Maline Persaud
Akash S. Persaud
* Flavian Philip
Jonathan Pichardo
* Stacey L. Pierresaint
* Siara C. Pimentel
* Mercedes Pimentel
* Edward A. Pineda
* Krystal K. Pinnock
*** Daisy Pinos
Zachary Pious
Mona Platt
* Angelica Maria Polanco
Eboni Porter
Bellamy Puch
* Farisha Quadir
David Quinonez
** Hanny Y. Quiroz
* Grace Rabou
Anahi Rafael
*** Abigail Raghunath
* Saqib S. Rahman
* Ummn Rahman
Sumon Rahman
Tasmina Rahman
Andrelays Ramirez
Alexis Ramos
Orsby R. Ramos
* Kayla Ramsay
*** Camilla Razhabova
Wasf Rehman
*** Julee Victoria Rene
** Yusufa Reynoso
** Moises I. Rivas
Alex Rivera
Kimberly N. Rivera
* Laura L. Rivera
** Jordan K. Robinson
Kemar Robinson
** Armani Rodriguez
*** Ansi Rodriguez
Christopher Rodriguez
Selenia Rodriguez
** Christian Rodriguez
Yesenia Rojas
Jessica J. Rojas-Rodriguez
Aineel Rolle
*** Adelina Romero
** Luz M. Rosado
* Natalie S. Rosales
** Devanie Alexis Rosario
Stanley Rosario Polanco
** Maria Ruiz
*** Gregory Sabel
*** Aneesah Saeed
* Monisha Saha
** Marc J. Saint Vil Noel
* Abdalla Sakeb
** Dario Salas
** Lauren Salitan
*** Andrew Mark Salmieri
Tiara Salmon
* Junice Samaniego
** Kevin Samoylov
* Arnonnie Samuels
** Christine N. Sanchez
** Cynthia N. Sanchez
Joel Sanchez
Tandeep Sandhu
Kimberly Sandoval
** Dashanka A. Sankar
* Anggie Santana
*** Andriannie I. Santiago
*** Mylenna Santiago Da Rocha
Justine M. Santos
** Cristina M. Santos
* Jose Sarante
Nahida Sarkar
** Justin Sassone
** Joanel Sassone
Halie L. Savino
** Emad Sawirs
*** Katherine J. Scardino
Ashlee Schuppus
** Monica Scotti
*** Anjali Seegobin
* Sumaiya Seemeen
Emmanuel O. Sekyere
Veronica Sexton
Chiquna Shahied
* Imran Shakur
Rahul Sharma
Subah Sharman
Rosanna Shewnarain
*** Yuchen Shi
Aleskander Shkolin
** Saajia Shrestha
* Estefani Sierra
Vedika Sijapati
* Angad Singh
Tyree L. Singleton
Zaria Smalls
** Princess L. Smith
** Tara Elizabeth Snover
Byeongjiun So
* Taylor J. Solomon
* Mitzy V. Solorzano
* Marquiz Soto
*** Altagracia Sotomayor
** Reda Souaidi
Anjanay Spence
Sheria Stallings
*** Evan William Sterman
David Strugacz
* Keanya J. Stuart
** Nykia G. Sturdivant-Reyes
Brittany Suarez
** Genesis C. Suero
Abu Sultan
Salsabila R. Sukriyanto
* Hajira Sultana
Song Sun
Pravita Sunar
* Amaya Sutton
* Bjorn A. Swaby
Samantha B. Sweeney
Mangbe Sylla
* Lew Szczypinski
* Ethan Szeto
*** Georgina Tamayo Boado
** Yuqi Tang
*** Nafiza Tarannum
* Tasfia B. Tarek
* Samia Tariq
*** Sadia Tasnim
Abriana Tavarez
Browny Tavarez
* Argenis Taveras
* Johana Thano
Akello Thomas
Dionna R. Thomas
Jaydelle Thomas
** Jaylan D. Thompson
* Zuwena L. Thompson
Elvis Yandem Tiigah
** Yin Li Ting
Daisy Tlaltelpa
*** Kamila C. Tlatenchi
Maria Tomais
Melanie J. Torres
Rosa Maria Torres
Ciara E. Toume
* Nichole Toussaint
Hannah Towfek
*** Heleni Trihas
Andy Trimi
Yeshey Tshogyel
** Fanny Tuba
** Elianny Tull
** Isabelle Claire Tway
Radin Uddin
* Saya M. Ueno
** Genesi Valdez Colon
Vanessa Valerto
*** Emily Vanleek
** Allison Vargas
** Cristhin In D Vargas
** Leslie Vasquez
Elyssa A. Vasquez
** Kevin Vazquez
Tatiana N. Velasco
** Jefferson Veliz
** Carlene Vertusma
Shefali Virani
Karen Vizhnay
* Mai Q. Vu
*** Victoria Vulaj
Emily Walker
Shaun Walker
Ashley P. Walker
** Caroline Waters-Bright
** Bernard Watson
** Heidi Layla Weiss
* Ari Weiss
* Andrew Thomas Whelan
* Frieja White
* Quieile P. White
Jayquan Wilson
Shaquel J. Windham
*** Molly H. Wolff
* Qiao Hui Wu
** Jolena Wu
*** Johanna Xia
*** David Xie
* Tkeyah Ximines
*** Ziwei Xing
Becky Yang
** Joshua K. Yanko
* Sandy Ye
Jackie Yip
Nahomi Zambrano
*** Lin Dan Zhi
Olha Zimareva
** Tanzila Zomo

** BACHELOR OF ARTS
(INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES-CWE)

** Melissa Abreu
Clara L. Albino
* Gladys A. Alvarez
Armando Baez
Melissa Baltazar
** Luciana A. Bell
Angie Beriguete
Neckeya Bramble
Brandi C. Brumaire
** Brandy Calderon
* Rachel Marie Caron
*** Adam W. Cohen
* Hanawanu S. Deen
* Kenneth A. D’Silva
* Eleazar Felix Bueno
Stephanie Flores
Lorelei Gesse
** Giovanni Gabriel Gomez Garcia
Maria De La Luz Gonzalez
*** Daisy Guzman
* Joanna M. Hamilton
Dalila J. Herrera
Derwin S. Joza
Kurwood Juste
Karina Lalchan
Ebony M. Lawrence
* Stephanie Lordeis
*** Megan M. Marcano
Jocelyn Marin
* Noelle A. Modica
Charlotte Molina
*** Paulette E. Moore-Akonnor
** Kayla Mustipher
Richard Nemorin
Gabriella Neri
Eskimo Omolade
** Emely Ospino
Jaquanna Parker
*** Hayley Joyce Pasley
Glennys E. Penalo
* Meagen Pimentel
** Nelsy Altagracia Pina Arias
** Paul M. Ramirez
*** Xiao Li Ren
** Minely Rincon-Perdomo
Andrew J. Rivera
Yubilei Rodriguez
** Myra K. Rosa
*** Zuzana Ryznarova
** Josefina Sanchez Polanco
** Sandra Serrano
** Pia A. Simpson
** Kymesha Small
* Medeli Tavarez
Kiana Alexis Thomas
Charles III Thornton
Edith White
** Sharon Williams
*** Tanya Williams
*** Qinghe Xu

** Alia Abdelhameed
Mohammad A. Ali
Sophie Elsa Bien-Aime
Denajah T. Boyden
* Raydi L. Camilo Jimenez
* Carliza Canela
* Jing Yu Carolina Cen Feng
** Marysolv Chu
* Vivian Cid Dector
* Thomas Escobar
Krystin Frederick
** Ahuva M. Friedman
Eyal Y. Gabay
** Angel E. H. Li
* Alexandro Hoang
** Rasha Hussain
*** Malka Jacobs
** Elizabeth G. Koresky
** Anna Lam
*** Amilcar J. Malave
Asfandyar Malik
Adham Morsy
Suresh Nandlal
* Kayla M. Pena
** Cynthia Poon
*** Anupriya Roul
Tasfia Tabassum
* Raisa Tahsin
*** Stefan Thomas
Michael O. Tuffour
* Ajeoyu Yusuf
* Robert Zinn

** Mohammad Alam
Mamadou B. Balde
Hector M. Colon
*** Jorin Dawidowicz
** Rene Diaz-Rocha
Blaija Loick Djimbi
Carl Exhume
*** Lisa Feder
* Omer Findo
Anjali Gaba
Brenda Lisseth Hernandez Guevara
Mohammad N. Islam
Yeasol Jang
Stephen Ofosu Ken
Sara Lavelle
* Seoyeong Lee
Scarlet Nazareth Martinez Cardoza
** Eraida Memia
** Szymon Niewiadomski
Kofi Olympio
Guede Likane Ouanda
Thomas Quesenbery

** Rifat Bin Mokter Rodik
Umray Salma
** Malesa Devi Sammy
Antonio P. Sinadinse
*** Tahsin Suba
*** Basha Tropper
** Agata Turula
** Daniel A. Vasquez
** Shivani Vohra
*** Yaraslau Yajak

** Joyce Adade
Aiat S. Alrubaye
Naima Bacha
Franciee Blakeslee
* Yuhao Chen
Ibrahim Diaallo
Sara Eliaf
Moshe Fixler
* Hotian Gilaj
Taylor J. Gillen
** Nicholas F. Gorton
Joanna Guillen
Shajid Hasan
Imrul Hassan
Gloria Hernandez
Derwick Hernandez
** Danting Jiang
Alexande J. Juste
Samia T. Khan
Chris T. Kokotos
Elvis Kortoci
Andy Luna
* Ruben A. Martinez
Atchararat Matchima-Axelrod
*** Peter Metias
Xhulio Myftari
Reinold Ndreu
Alisa Neljkovic
Ricky Ng
Edison Pilamunga Malan
Amarilis Ramos Marmolejo
Adam Ramsingh
* Chaudhry Saleem
Tiffany Schuster
Maria Ignacia Serey-Roman
Jennifer Rose Singson
Cesar Tacuri
* Christopher M. Triana
Sing Yu Wei
Yang Xu
Mateen Yousaf
** Xiaoiaoxio Zhang
Huan Ying Zhang
* Kailin Zhao

** Anas Ashraf
* Keith B. Assante
* Arbaz Aziz
* Younes Bahou
Adi Y. Benayoun
* Naim Bonilla
Djamel Bouhouche
Li Feng Chen
* Esteban Cuellar Aguilar
* Dylan Ditta
Khalid Elhammaz
** Thomas G. Ely
* Zu Qiang Gao
* Angel Gil
* Yechiel Goldberg
* Md Hasan
Shaim Hasan
Louis A. Hernandez
Gerlin Hernandez
Fnu Ibrahim
Ailenis K. Inoa
** Miguel James
Seong Woo Jang
* Shuvojiit Karmakar
* Syed Zohaib Kazim
Jahin Khan
Sanjib Lamichhane
Xin Li
Xiaoike Liu
Edgar Lopez
* Dasha Melville
Herta Metushaj
* Michael Mikil
* Tyler E. Milien
Nadia Mini
Tamarah Nagel
** Genesis Olivero
Vincent Orlando Ortiz
Kehinde G. Owolaye
* Paul Palacios
Dhaniram Phatandain
*** Md Sakibur Rahman
Churan Ruan

** Luis Hipo
Syed Humaira Hosain
* Md Islam
Haneul Jang
Shashwata Kayum
Dimitar A. Krastev
Christopher N. Lall
*** Gene Lam
Refat Monjur
* Anam Munawar
Ahmed Nafis
Juhi Rahman
*** Daniel M. Rosenthal
* Ibrahim M. Saleh
* Eltan Samoylov
* Rafael-David Sanchez
Sahil Shaikh
* Haroon Syed
Albert Tadros
* Hodgson C. Tetteh
Man B. Thakali
Taiseer Mohammad Uddin
Chukwudi U. Udoka
Jian Yao
* Hassan Yassine
** Tanvir Youhana
*** Md Mahmodul Zakir
* Farnaz Zinnah

** Mohammad Alam
* Mamadou B. Balde
* Hector M. Colon
*** Jorin Dawidowicz
* Rene Diaz-Rocha
Blaija Loick Djimbi
Carl Exhume
*** Lisa Feder
* Omer Findo
Anjali Gaba
Brenda Lisseth Hernandez Guevara
Mohammad N. Islam
Yeasol Jang
Stephen Ofosu Ken
Sara Lavelle
* Seoyeong Lee
Scarlet Nazareth Martinez Cardoza
** Eraida Memia
** Szymon Niewiadomski
Kofi Olympio
Guede Likane Ouanda
Thomas Quesenbery

** Rifat Bin Mokter Rodik
Umray Salma
** Malesa Devi Sammy
Antonio P. Sinadinse
*** Tahsin Suba
*** Basha Tropper
** Agata Turula
** Daniel A. Vasquez
** Shivani Vohra
*** Yaraslau Yajak

** Joyce Adade
Aiat S. Alrubaye
Naima Bacha
Franciee Blakeslee
* Yuhao Chen
Ibrahim Diaallo
Sara Eliaf
Moshe Fixler
* Hotian Gilaj
Taylor J. Gillen
** Nicholas F. Gorton
Joanna Guillen
Shajid Hasan
Imrul Hassan
Gloria Hernandez
Derwick Hernandez
** Danting Jiang
Alexande J. Juste
Samia T. Khan
Chris T. Kokotos
Elvis Kortoci
Andy Luna
* Ruben A. Martinez
Atchararat Matchima-Axelrod
*** Peter Metias
Xhulio Myftari
Reinold Ndreu
Alisa Neljkovic
Ricky Ng
Edison Pilamunga Malan
Amarilis Ramos Marmolejo
Adam Ramsingh
* Chaudhry Saleem
Tiffany Schuster
Maria Ignacia Serey-Roman
Jennifer Rose Singson
Cesar Tacuri
* Christopher M. Triana
Sing Yu Wei
Yang Xu
Mateen Yousaf
** Xiaoiaoxio Zhang
Huan Ying Zhang
* Kailin Zhao

** Anas Ashraf
* Keith B. Assante
* Arbaz Aziz
* Younes Bahou
Adi Y. Benayoun
* Naim Bonilla
Djamel Bouhouche
Li Feng Chen
* Esteban Cuellar Aguilar
* Dylan Ditta
Khalid Elhammaz
** Thomas G. Ely
* Zu Qiang Gao
* Angel Gil
* Yechiel Goldberg
* Md Hasan
Shaim Hasan
Louis A. Hernandez
Gerlin Hernandez
Fnu Ibrahim
Ailenis K. Inoa
** Miguel James
Seong Woo Jang
* Shuvojiit Karmakar
* Syed Zohaib Kazim
Jahin Khan
Sanjib Lamichhane
Xin Li
Xiaoike Liu
Edgar Lopez
* Dasha Melville
Herta Metushaj
* Michael Mikil
* Tyler E. Milien
Nadia Mini
Tamarah Nagel
** Genesis Olivero
Vincent Orlando Ortiz
Kehinde G. Owolaye
* Paul Palacios
Dhaniram Phatandain
*** Md Sakibur Rahman
Churan Ruan
** Puja R. Saha
* Zhichuan Tan
* Maisha M. Tapti
*** Steven Toprover
* Yuriy Tverdokhlib

---

** Bachelor of Engineering (Environmental Engineering)

Faraz Ahmad
Hala N. Al Mansour
Stephanie R. Almodovar
Christian Barletta
Olsi Cadri
Juvincio A. Compaoore
Yerson B. Curillo
Minhazul Hoque
* Jaspreet Jaswal
*** Charise Sophie Laveau
Yin M. Myat
Jacob S. Netel
Rebecca H. Nguyen
Beaziel S. Ombajen
** Ronnie M. Reynoso
Alberto Sanchez
Adama Savadogo
* Jeremy Gangadyal Shivwkmur
** Jonathan Smilovich
Melissa M. Souffront
* Trent F. Strachan
* Sunilaj Syed
Anika Tahsin
Andrew Tan
* Hazel J. Vaquero
** Liu Shan Wu Chen
Habib Ismael I. Zoungrana

---

** Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical Engineering)

** Zahin A. Akif
* Fiyinfoluwa Akinwumi
Peabo Allicock
Youssef E. Aly
* Jaemin An
Luis C. Arias
* Nikolaus E. Arsenlis
Kujtim Bardhyll
Alex Budhai
* George J. Capichioni
* Silvio Cifuentes
Roy R. Contreras Benitez
* Brennen E. Cordero
Andrew Damas
** Douglas Ivan Deleon Gramajo
* Shaif A. Dhuha
Jose Diaz
*** Hendry Dominguez
Ahmed A. Elwakeel
* Hussein Fares
* Eyad M. Farraj
*** Shageldi Gaylyyev
* Paul Gbaguidi
* Charlie Gordillo
John Hahn
* Mahmoud Haque
David Huang
* Sherzod Inogomov
* Jahmaane Jarrett
Friedel Cer Jean Toussaint
* Ryan Jose
Anton Joseph
* Krystian Kopka
Justice Lam
Tony A. Lazo Campoverde
Christopher Lee
Young Jun Lim
** Andy Liu
* Jacob Livianu
* Marlon Loja
Paul J. Louissaint
* Luisanny Marinez
Delia Martinez
* Dyguan Maynard
* Manuel I. Mencho
** Mohammad Mokaroom Molla
* Richard Ngai
Abdoul Aziz Nignan
* Mainul Nihan
* Francisco A. Ochoa
Boluwatiife A. Oloruntuyi
Jason Ortiz
Lazaros Papa
Benjamin C. Pascual
* Jean Carlos Pena
** Ricardo Peralta
Jose Perez
* Jared Benjamin Phair
Ramesh Prashad
Jeffmichael B. Presto
Vinicius O. Quintela
** Amanda K. Ramsipad
* Caitlin Reina
* Nafuli Reiss
Christian Rivas
* Brallan Rojas
* Aaldar Romano
Joshua Romero
Jazmin Sanchez
Saurav Sarker
** Subhra Chandra Sen
Mohammad Nahidul Islam Shaham
Elmer Soriano
* Kewin Z. Swietlikowski
* Noah Reuven Tarko
* Charity Tsang
* Hau Chung Tse
* Francisa Vallejo
** Ryan Wong
* Ethan T. Wong
* Tahirah Woods
* Sandra Youssef
Winston Yuen

---

** Bachelor of Fine Arts

*** Samantha M. Alvarez
** Jalen A. Barr
*** Maeve G. Brind’Amour
*** Monique Carchi
** Ezra Cubero
** Jennely De Leon Pichardo
** Justin P. Gordon
** Jordan J. Guzman
Mengting Hong
*** Sandy Huang
*** Niki Ito
*** Flora Lennihan
Zhi Li
** Ronnie Montero
** Frameswari Mrajarwana
* Reza Pahlevi
** Dylan Pantaleo
*** Kainoa Presbitero
* Hazare Renne-Glover
* Gregory Stubis

---

** Bachelor of Music

Spencer Brigman Caceres
*** John P. Coughlin
*** Sofya Fedorova
*** Nathan Ferraz
*** Masashi Hamaoka
*** Daniel P. Johnson
* Xhejin Kumrija
* Jacob Lee
*** Melanie C. Matonte
*** Stephen A. Morris
* Mason O’Donnell
*** Whanho Oh
*** Eri Ozaki
** Angelica Pastor
* James J. Sullivan
** Theodoros Tsinas

---

** Bachelor of Science

* Neven Abdelrahim
* Adefola Adeleye
** Brian Aguilar
*** Mahmuda Ahmed
Masum Ahmed
** Farjana Akter
Salma Akter
Mafruha Al Kaderi
Luis A. Alchundia
Aida Almonte
Cissie A. Almonte
Ahd Ali Almuntaser
Imadaddin Almuntaser
Yaser Alsafarjalani
Shaima M. Altaawala
Genesia Altagracia Amadi Walwyn
Kenny Amekkor
** Ophir Roni Amon
*** Melanie V. Andrange Moina
Emmanuelle Anim
*** Fiza Ansari
*** Shiffa Arif
Nelson Asemota
Alira Asse
* Eyram S. Atatsi
Komla Attitso
** Subha Awan
Joansol Aybar
** Rana Azab
** Cordelia N. Badripersaud
Marquis Baker
Boubacar Balde
* Arjeta Balidemaj
Daniela C. Barragan
Johnny Basurto Rosales
* Ferdousi Begum
Gabrielle Belaya
* Polina Belousova
* Hrurtvik H. Bhavsar
* Mahamudun Bhuivan
Melissa J. Bolton
** Olivia Daisy Bowes
** Ian Amadeo Brinkley
Lauren Bryan
* Diana Bujaj
Hajrah Butt
* Xhesika Buzhiqi
Sheila Caceres Ferreras
Laura Angelica Campos
Claudia Campoverde
*** Molly S S Caperna
Steffanie Castillo
Alexander Cernei
** Bryanna Cespedes
* Tony H. Chan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (COMPUTER SCIENCE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Aliaa Abdelrahman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Adebayo Edward Ajagunna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mumtahid A. Akash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Ismail Akram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Murad Aleskerov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sakib Amin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Tanzil Baraskar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nana Antwi Bonsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jennifer V. Caceres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Dipankar Chakravorty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Albert Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Alice Nian Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Nicholas J. De La Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Kczynzky Deleon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Thierno A. Diallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Bingjing Dong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nour Elabbasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Gabriel Espinoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Masuda S. Farehia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Ahsan Fayyaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Kenneth Feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Kwan Hung Fung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Andy M. Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Liana Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Shuren He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Phy o Zaw Hein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Daniel Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Josue Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Grismely M. Hiraldo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mel Hossain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Tianlang Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Ruixiang Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Kareem A. Ibrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Mohammad Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* M Mosahid Ul I. Kallol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Narayan Khanal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Grigory E. Kimatov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nayma Labonna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Shanshan Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Dongxin Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Yi Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Chuxian Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Shuoxin Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Alice Maharjan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sumaiya N. Mahin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sajid Mahmud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mohfujul I. Mohammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Michal Moryosef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mitchell Mui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Hafsa Nadim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mike Neri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sanjida Nisha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Qian Xing Ou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Justin Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mairi Jigneshkumar Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Zeal Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Matthew Pecko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Arsenio Pena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Kevin Peter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Valeryia Pilchuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Luu Qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Asma Sadia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Hammad Saeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jin Ho Seo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mehedi Hashan Shohag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Farah Sultana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Malilha Tabassum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (EDUCATION)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Artiola İslami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Abdoul Waliyou Kafaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sonia Reyna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE/SOPHIE DAVIS BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*** Mercy Arijesudade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Marcia S. Collier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Kristina Qoku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatrice Wallace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES-CWE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Jonathan C. Adames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Tasia T. Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Martha I. Colon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jessica N. Doiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Andrea Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Michelle Guilen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Stephanie Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Anik Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Alexandra Paulino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Amy Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Allicia G. Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sandra Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Chelsea Solis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Lingying Weng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sidnie Ancion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Barsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalia Bekitsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph M. Boniuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine M. Brizo Saravia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Cardenas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwoneob Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle A. Crozier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Juan Cruz Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman Downing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Farber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy Eliette Feodoroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Fuertes La Rotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana M. Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor L. Gorlach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorvi Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack T. Herte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew G. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystal A. Kaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa S. Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenia Peralta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naryelik Perez Pichardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas S. Piloff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER OF ARTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wynya Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio C. Alfaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kousakou Herve Allah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamires Amorim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sajel V. Arya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherif D. Ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam T. Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Marie Balani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Monica Barnkow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha B. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William M. Campo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Melissa Carrion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Castaneda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason D. Chappell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aishwarya C. Cherubal Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Chou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella P. Cianci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sering Cheikh Modou Kara Cisse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massiel A. De Leon De La Serna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan DieI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Dodson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrahim Doukoure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DANIELLE RABINOWITZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walter E. Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lourdes Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hito Rodriguez Penaloza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David R. Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shyanne T. Sonnenberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Antonio C. Rodriguez  
Daniel Rosado  
Edlyn L. Rosas  
Vanessa M. Ruiz  
Sasha A. Rupchandeo  
Fareha Sameen  
Bintou Samura  
Ana L. Sanchez Mirabal  
Hannah J. Schiffman  
Julie Ann Frances Schumacher  
Neshma Simon  
Octavia D. Smith  
Norval W. Soleyn  
Aurora Soriano  
Antonio Sosa  
Nicolina Mae Steinhoff  
Eve Stewart  
Colleen Sullivan  
Abraham Suskind  
Koudedji Sylla  
Emma E. Tessler  
Emma M. Trodella  
Lacey M. Troy  
Mahtab Tuba  
Jonathan E. Versteeg  
Chedva D. Vojdany  
Jeremy Amar  
Mahreen Ashiq  
Isaac Z. Auslander  
Ita Christian  
Aidan A. Delilkan-Russell  
Anna Elias  
James Irizarry  
Taylor D. Jefferson  
Anthony Khalil  
Minhuyong Kim  
Justin N. Mahes  
Darryl McGill  
Stephanie Mota  
Kaitlyn M. Pillig  
Christa Rhaburn  
Mordecai D. Segall  
James Irizarry  
Taylor D. Jefferson  
Anthony Khalil  
Minhuyong Kim  
Justin N. Mahes  
Darryl McGill  
Stephanie Mota  
Kaitlyn M. Pillig  
Christa Rhaburn  
Mordecai D. Segall  
Luis M. Segovia  
Linda Smith  
Destiny K. Wamack  
Adam J. Wilkes  
Clea S. Woodbury  
Golam S. Chowdhury  
Janet A. Acquah  
David Cham  
Siena W. Dante  
Aishwarya Das  
Rifat Hussain  
Md. A. Islam  
Elizabeth R. Prior  
Bethany Schneider  
Shirazum Munira Shachi  
Kevin Yell  
Kevin Kai-Chung Yeung  
Khalid Abdelrhman  
Sakhr Abdullah Ali Al Hendi  
Abderrazak Slimi  
Sherry Vargshe  
Lauren Creadore  
Sandeep Guguloth  
Mohammed S. Islam  
Yesim Kokner  
Martha Olaleye  
Gabriel A. Rios  
Dina Sayd  
Nemo Allen  
Allen Baez  
Tiancheng Bao  
Juan Blanco Garcia  
Franquette Carson  
Natalie Castro  
Carla Michele Cherry  
Brenda Cox  
Brenna Crowe  
Ayoub El Jamal  
Lorene Farnsworth  
Willette Francis  
Nicole S. Goodwin  
Prabhat Gurung  
Anthony Hovey  
Anna Lintskaya  
Julia L. Maddox  
Courton Messam  
Ian Murphy  
Michael Joseph Murray  
Peggy Lee Neill  
Julie Neira  
Lyndon Nicholas  
Kayle Talmi Nochomovitz  
Rux P. Noel  
Mika Okada  
Nehir Onay  
Alethea Pace  
Ioan Victor Plavitu  
Meloryn M. Quezada  
Deloryn M. Quezada  
Zaira D. Ramos-Barreto  
Lorena D. Rodriguez  
Philip T. Rudich  
Najdya Rupchandeo  
Yaari N. Tal  
Yuanqing Wang  
Sara Jane Weintraub  
Anthony J. Woodhams  
Nicole Kathryn Wynbrook  
Andrew M. Berger  
Daniel Samual Braslavsky  
Danielle De Alcantara E Cavalcante  
Jesus Del Cid Yoc  
David A. Dominguez  
Ayoubah Doumbia  
Anthony S. Embroz  
Kimberly Forsyth  
Caitriona T. Fox  
Francisca F. Ihekaire  
Yoko-Ono N. McCullock  
Denise G. Monteiro  
Petros Rafael  
Cristian M. Rosa  
Roman Voivotych  
Josue N. Amadis  
Emily L. Cote  
Michael Finazzo  
Jean P. Flecher  
Abigail J. Stein  
Michael Yoken  
Christina Zanca  
Michael W. Davis  
Juan Carlos Polo  
Frank M. Silvestrini  
Carson T. Young  
Jose De Jesus Alvarado Silva  
Oyinda Amu  
Eqbal Anwari  
Jahtah M. Brown  
Jeffrey Genaro Burgos  
Brionne J. Burns  
Ayanna J. Camara  
Lisandra De La Paz Valdes  
Anmol Kaur Dhamrait  
Camila Franco Diaz  
Karrah Goldberg  
Venisha V. Henry  
Juliana Mora  
Andrea O. Ojeda  
Juan J. Ortiz  
Amy G. Perez Alcivar  
Miriam Prever  
Emma J. Rayner  
Akasha Shanel Solis  
Shadiq Aaal Williams  
Anna Ying  
Yongjian Yu  
Walter Arzu  
Molly C. Baran  
Djenabou Barry  
Phillip M. Beard  
Juliet Z. Bravo Echeverri  
Cassia Catharine De Souza Melo  
Debbie O. Dodoo  
Suzanne Jlelaty  
Tiffany Nicole Keitt  
Olinda R. Marin  
Ariel B. Montrose  
Christopher A. Moreno  
Kasiani Nesturi  
Morgan E. Peters  
Stacy A. Singh
Amy L. Sprecher
Celina Y. Vasquez
Lucy Zumwalt Tuchman

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Samuel Afrifa
Sharmin Begum
James B. Bell
Lijie Chen
Ishay Darji
Nicholas Duca
Seth Foster
Steven Fox
Alexander Garretson
Michéal Gaziani
Lyric M. Haughton
Keneshia Kareen Hibbert
Yingjie Huang
Sabine Jean Guillaume
Karishma Kalloo
Lukas Koncny
Pedro E. Lebron
Manuel A. Lema
Zhi Heng Liu
Yangyang Liu
Ilia Markic
Taikan Nakada
Fermin Nunez
Levben L. Parsons
Glen Pesola
Elliot Daniel Quinteros
Wroud Saleh
Taro Shima
Kiran Deep Sidhu
Chad Small
Rachel Elizabeth Soyk
Avid Susman
Dana L. Tritone
Jia Hui Weng

MASTER OF SCIENCE (EDUCATION)
+ Ayleen Acevedo
+ Nelly Aguilar-Montero
+ Propa Akter
+ Lia Vieira Albuquerque
+ Caroline Almonte
+ Yamily C. Almonte
+ Amadeus A. Alonso
+ Nyrobi S. Andrea
+ Lissette S. Areizaga
+ Hanna Arroyo Rivera
+ Ambar Azcona
+ Imani Barham
+ Simone Becker
+ Julia V. Betancourt
+ Monisha Bhayana
+ Jason Michael Bissonnette
+ Jennifer Bowen
+ Andrew Brown
+ Courtney Clark
+ Tiffany S. Clark
+ Timothy Cloherty
+ Gerard Cordano
+ Jinette Noemi Cordero
+ Jessica C. Cordova
+ Jeremín Cruz
+ Yerika I. Cuevas
+ Loanky De Jesus
+ Priscila M. Delgado
+ Albert Depaz
+ Ashley Depestre
+ Elizabeth Donnery
+ Debra Eharu
+ Yasmin A. Essawi
+ Stephanie Elder
+ Ruth Espinal
+ Flora M. Espino
+ Kelly K. Evans
+ Joseph Fanelli
+ Elisabeth R. Fausak
+ Geeta Fleck
+ Ian Frawley
+ Vanessa D. Gil
+ Jessica Giler
+ Denise Guerrero
+ Dena Habib
+ Shayna Hargraves
+ Rokshana Hoque
+ Talia Imam
+ Juan F. Infante
+ Shabiba Jackson
+ Kathryn Jacobson
+ Gabrielle James
+ Alexa N. Johnson
+ Shanika Johnson
+ Behanyely V. Johnson
+ Edward Keever
+ Diana Kes
+ Rodney Khan
+ Sehee Kim
+ Cara Kramer
+ Florencia Lisita
+ Felicia Lobo
+ Kemba Lodescar
+ Ambar Lopez
+ Steven William Lopez
+ Nicole Lovelace-Alidor
+ Jennifer S. Luna
+ Laura R. Martinez
+ Chelsea E. Mayorga
+ Edgar N. Mejia
+ Alexander Miller
+ Sean Miner
+ Natalia D. Moya
+ Jennifer C. Negron
+ Quincy Ellis Newell
+ Luis Ocana Loayza
+ Victoria Ortiz
+ Brice S. Ouedraogo
+ Carlos Esteban Parra
+ Harald Parrales
+ George Pedraza
+ Mildred A. Peralta
+ Maria Perez Cortez
+ Jennifer Pesante
+ Charity Phalo
+ Cruz L. Pozo
+ Miguel Quezada
+ Monica L. Quimi
+ Maribette Ramirez
+ Michelle L. Ramirez
+ Amanda Nicole Ramsammy
+ Quanisha S. Reed
+ Mei Ling Ren
+ Shawn Renstro
+ Dariana C. Reyes
+ Michelle I. Rivera
+ Maria Y. Rodriguez
+ Taisha Rodriguez
+ Alexandra Salas Paeres
+ Yesmery E. Sanchez
+ William Sanchez
+ Houda Sanii
+ Daniel Santana
+ Lenny C. Santana
+ Margarit Santiago
+ Alexis Schellbe
+ Jin Won Seo
+ Leticia Severino
+ Samantha F. Smith
+ Claudette Studwood
+ Ian Subsara
+ Enedina Tanhauser
+ Nikta Tavassoli
+ Bryan Tavers
+ Lisvette Then
+ Abiona Nailah Thompson
+ Jennifer Torres Faneite
+ Nisanyry Valerio Salazar
+ Rosanna Vargas
+ Jessika Vidal
+ Selena Vukeli
+ Mary Ann Walsh
+ Ivy L. Walters
+ Ana-Maria Wheatcroft
+ Michelle Whitaker
+ Esther Wohl
+ Luis Zambrano

MASTER OF SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING)
Elexis Baral
Niovi Theodora Dolas
Kaustubh Sapru

MASTER OF SCIENCE (COMPUTER ENGINEERING)
Alexey Kiriluk
Angel Peralta

MASTER OF SCIENCE (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
Sujoy Deb Nath
Mengting Xia

MASTER OF SCIENCE (DATA SCIENCE & ENGINEERING)
Iman Abakoyas
Tababani Hayles
Zhi Li
Juliana Ma
Vano J. Mahi
Estrella Moreira
Robert Nicholas Moss
Eyob Tadele-Manhardt
Michael Wander
Zhiying Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE (ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING)
Anjeza Arapi
Margarita V. Kulko
Thania Miah

MASTER OF SCIENCE (INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
Alseny Billo Diallo
Jhon Ibsen Chaguendo
Muhammad Rashid
Moe T. Tun

MASTER OF SCIENCE (PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT)
Tooba Anwar
MASTER OF SCIENCE (SUSTAINABILITY)
Sadi Kagan Aksit
Bashra Asfare
Luciana A. Belknap
Kathy Cazhco
Christian T. Chow
Kristen Mairead Clonan
Azana Newman
Michael Obadina
Gladys Obaji
Michael Angela Omongos
Emmanuel Omotoye
Alana Parker
Humail Patel
Swati Patel
Shina Patel
Shannon Poulse
Jennifer Puthota
Tanzib Razzaqi
Shreya Reddy
Jordan Roy
Gabriella Schmuter
Jacob Sutton
Julia Torrellas
Angela Urbanwa
Megan Varghese
Jeremy Wong
Jiahao Xie
Kristen Yang
Elizabeth Yim
Olivia Zhong

CUNY BA FOR UNIQUE & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BACHELOR OF ARTS)
Celestina Cayetano
Ana Maria Oliynyk
Kia Thomas
Wali Ullah

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Joanna Abaraoha
Ryan Abraham
Adeniike Adeyemi-Jones
Chikadibia Agoha
Othria Ahmed
Ezinne Akpara
Jonathan Alabre
Stella Angelakakis
Abena Baah-Fordjour
Justin Bell
Catherine Boutros
James Bruzzese
Mikhail Budovich
Josef Bystrik
Catherine Casado-Pabon
Nishat Choudhury
Gabrielle Cintron
Briana Cox
Carlos Cruz-Perez
Nwando Ekezie
Mark El-Miniawi
Umar Farooq
Jean Fleuriscar
Erica Garcia
Samuel Girgis
Victoria Gonzalez
Justin Goldfarb
Austin Han
Shean Hinds
Lorenzo Hiraldo
Zoha Huda
Mohammed Hussain
Maikel Kamel
Ainir Kashem
Simon Kashfi
Ioanna Kateris
Katrina Kerolus
Isheta Khanom
Elizabeth Kim
Peter Ko
Jaron Kurian
Kareena Lashley
Kelly Lau
Alice Lee
Alondra Lerebours-Onate
Bing Lin
Justin Lin
Samantha Lin
Sandra Lin
Sarah Liu
Kimberly Lorenzo
Stacy Lugo
Maryanne Marshall
Shanelle Mason
Aphrodite Megaris
Jessica Mgbeojiirikwe
Arielle Mompremier
Marcus Mosley
Elizabeth Murdakhayev
Rachel Nation
Azana Newman
Michael Obadina
Gladys Obaji
Michael Angela Omongos
Emmanuel Omotoye
Alana Parker
Humail Patel
Swati Patel
Shina Patel
Shannon Poulse
Jennifer Puthota
Tanzib Razzaqi
Shreya Reddy
Jordan Roy
Gabriella Schmuter
Jacob Sutton
Julia Torrellas
Angela Urbanwa
Megan Varghese
Jeremy Wong
Jiahao Xie
Kristen Yang
Elizabeth Yim
Olivia Zhong

CUNY BA FOR UNIQUE & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE)
Yaas Azmoudeh
Dan Batchelor
Pasani Dharmasena
Petriilia Fisher
Nabeela Mustafa
Elizabeth Soto
Quinn Tanaka
Angela Vasovic

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING)
Zeinab Esmaelipour
Jesse A. Martin
Duc Hong Thi Nguyen
Gozde Unal
Angela Wang
Yifan Xia

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
Xiaohai Jiang
Shuaiaun Li

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY)
Kseniia Gvozdieva

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE
Matthew Douglas Anton
Zalma Arzu
Tamara Bynum
Niuoka Castro
Jeremy Crouthamel
Kidwan Falah
Alexandra Fuller
Jonathan Goldstein
Aaron Grunfeld
Leah P. Harvin-Odom
Elizabeth J. Khinda
Yelena Korshunov
Angela M. Liriano
Marion E. Lopez
Dorothea P. McNeil-Gilpin
Valerie Mendoza
Kia Porter

Christopher Purcell
Nadia Smith
Alexa Soto
Dawn M. Verhille
Melissa Volpe

CUNY BA FOR UNIQUE & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BACHELOR OF ARTS/MASTER OF ARTS)
Asmaa M. Alshamiri
Haider Altaf
Zachary M. Beer
Henry A. Burby
Tammas F. Caldwell-Gilbert
Ilirida Dibrani
Ikra Ditta
Jennifer Espinoza
Justine G. Garcia
Stephanie Guzman
Talibah Geelani Khwaja
Timea Nick
Zulai Y. Romero
Samina Sirajuddowl
Jeremy Sterritt
Lucia Suarez
Michael T. Welch
Only awards given to graduates or candidates for graduation are listed.

Class of 2022

2022 VALEDICTORIAN
Rose Mary Biju

2022 SALUTATORIAN
Ali Khalil

BERNARD AND ANNE SPITZER SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

ALA Henry Adams Medal
Ahmed Helal (Undergraduate)
Deirdre Nolan (Graduate)

Alpha Rho Chi Medal
Nicole Bass

American Society of Landscape Architects New York Chapter Honor and Merit Awards
Jeana Fletcher
Abigail Stein

Black Studies Program
Harry Belafonte Award for Best Essay in Social Justice
Hawa Diallo

Wilfred Chaney Award for Academic Excellence in Literary and Creative Excellence
Kiersten Lewis

Marshariki Chaney Award for Community Service
Kevin Brown

Highest GPA for Graduation Black Studies (Black Studies minor)
Taariq Hurley

William Hallett Greene Award-Highest GPA for Black Studies major
Nykia Sturdivant-Reyes

Edward Scobie Award for Africana Social Science
Medjine Antoine

Classical and Modern Languages and Literatures

The Bertley in French
Lizzeth Aguilar
Raynae Chance

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Arabic
Tonima Asma
Rachel Ferretti
Nadia Hoque
Zachary Rosman
Muhammad Saleen

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Asian Studies
Gene Lam
Salina Liu
Koon Lam LI

Certificate of Academic Achievement in French
Henry Alarcon Santisteban
Hawa Diallo
Hershebed Dorcil
Myrlanda Ducson
Lovely Escalazy
Somali L. Malloy
Zaakirah Rahman
Jared Singh

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Italian
Sadia Alam
Nathalie De Leon Herrera
Kelly Emely Estrada

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Modern Languages and Literatures
Samantha Alvarez
Angelina Coronado
Susan Thorson
Molly Wolff

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE (CLAS)

Division of Humanities & Arts

The Sydney & Helen Jacoff Scholarship
Samantha Alvarez
Angelina Coronado
Susan Thorson
Molly Wolff

Art

George William Eggers Art Alumni Achievement Award
Olha Zimareva

Provost’s Prize in Art
Nicole Goodwin

Jacob Rothenberg Award
Alethea Pace
Verdika Sijapati
Lin Dan Zheng

James R. Steers Prize in Art
Ingrid Romero
Certificate of Academic Achievement in Latin
Ana Miranda
Kailyn Mora
Joel Liu
Chanel Macapagal

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Portuguese
Lohana Arozarena
Sabrina Espinal
Elijah Matos
Librada Montero Hanley
David Muhieddine
Sanjid Mustari
Joel Ramales

Certificate of Academic Achievement in Spanish
Aaron Baichu
Russia Catzin
Jancy Contreras Hernandez
Emely Corro
Taylor-Daynes Davis
Samuel Delegado
Junice Samaniego

The Certificate for Minor in Portuguese Language and Lusophone Cultures
Lohana Arozarena
Angelina Coronado
Sabrina Espinal

Downer Language Prize
Akouvi Estelle Atchanhouin (French)
Masuma Begum (French)
Jacqueline Sarah Blyudoy (Italian)
Melanie Matonté (Spanish)

The Angel Estevez Tuition Award
Massiel De León De La Serna (Spanish)

The Garcia-Tejeiro Tuition Award
Melanie Matonté (Spanish)

The Theodore Litman Award
Jacqueline Sarah Blyudoy (French)
Jennifer Marquez Molano (Italian)

Michael and Irene Ross Hebrew Proficiency Award
Deborah Ige

The Alberto Traldi Memorial Fund Award
Hotchi Cabrera

Ward Medal
Jacqueline Sarah Blyudoy (French)
Carolyn Morel (Italian)
Katherine Scadino (Spanish)

English
The Toni Cade Bambara Endowed Scholarship
Angelina Coronado (Undergraduate)

The Meyer Cohn Graduate Essay Award in Literature
Ian Murphy (Graduate)

The David Dortort Prize in Creative Writing (Non-Fiction)
Grace Kearney (Graduate)

The David Markowitz Poetry Award
Bethanie Corona (Undergraduate)

The Riggs Gold Medal Essay Award
Librada Montero (Undergraduate)
Dashanka Sankar (Undergraduate)

The Stark Award for Essay in Literature
Angelina Coronado (Undergraduate)

The Stark Short Fiction Prize
Lyndon Nicholas (Graduate)

The Marilyn Sternglass Overall Merit Award
Claire Balani (Graduate)

The Teacher-Writer Award
Anna Linetskaya (Graduate)

History
The Carl Dunat Endowed Fund Award for Outstanding MA Historiography Paper
Antonio Rodriguez

History Faculty Award for Outstanding BA/MA Paper
Henry Burby

Jewish Studies
Eibschutz Family Scholarship
Tasneem Hoque
Sarah Khan
Nailah Malik
Charlotte McCann

Isadore Goldstein Scholarship
Renee Chelsea Davila

Michael & Irene Ross Scholarship
Rabab Alhadae
Zachary Beer
Hannah Buhasira
Natalie Hezghia
Tasneem Hoque
Sarah Khan
Nailah Malik
Charlotte McCann
Lauren Salitan
Juliana Ventura

Media & Communication Arts
Lynn Appelbaum Ad/PR All Star Scholars
Fatou Fall

Ernest Boynton, Jr. Memorial Award in Journalism
Sheria Stallings

BAFTA-NY Scholarship (The DLT Entertainment Scholarship)
Julie Neira Campoverde

David Finn Scholarship
Michelle Hu

Beatrice and L. Richard Gaylor Class of 1934 Prize for Academic Achievement and Service to CCNY’s The Campus
Luca Goldmansour
Sarah Logan

Herman Lew Scholar
Kainoa Presbitero

Journalism Minor with Honors
Samantha Alvarez
Elena Johnson
Meilun Lei
Flora Lennihan
Teresa Mettela
Diego Munhoz
Kainoa Presbitero
Anthony Ruiz
Sajina Shrestha

Desmond Maxwell Scholarship
Oyindamola Amu

Media Scholars
Samantha Alvarez
Maeva Brind'Amour
Flora Lennihan
Prameswari Mrabajwana
Jennely Pichardo

The Dr. David M. Milch Foundation Scholarships
Nemo Allen
Prabhat Gurung
Lorena Valencia Rodriguez

Ostrovsky Family Fund / Chantal Akerman Award
Prabhat Gurung
Nehir Onay

Irving Rosenthal Award for Excellence in Journalism and Exceptional Promise and Service
Susan Thorson

Bert Saperstein Communication Scholarships
Nehir Onay
Lorena Valencia Rodriguez
Yaari Tal

Art Stevens PRSA NY/CCNY Scholar
Erika Cruz-Vasquez

TASC Scholarship and Internship
Emiliano Garcia

The Taftner Family Charitable Trust in Honor of Donald Taftner Sr. & Eleanor Taftner / BAFTA-NY
Julia Maddox

VMLY & R Scholarship
Sara Elashaal
Music
Pro Musica Award
Daniel Johnson
Edward H. Rensin Memorial Award
Stephen Morris
The Sidney Zolot Award for Excellence in Music
Joseph Mansfield

Philosophy
The Carl Dunat Award for Outstanding Achievement in Philosophy
Ian Brinkley
William Gao
Simon McAleney
Flavian Philip
Tanzila Zomo
The Martin Tamny Award for General Excellence in Philosophy
Farouk Khedr
Lionel Colon

Theatre and Speech
The Elyse L. Nass Endowed Scholarship Fund Award for Playwriting
Talina Valentina Herrera Sanchez
Christian Rodriguez
Seymour Peck Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Alexandra Eller
Maricela Niola
Seymour Peck Award for Outstanding Contributions to the Department
Alexis Ramos
Seymour Peck Curtain Call Award
Sergio Bermudez
Elizabeth Chiclana
Deona Hayes
Esther Ortiz (Estella Aquino)
Brenda Page
Molly Wolff
Bernie West Recognition Award for Contributions to the Department
Shantel Audain
Aissata Diallo
Bernie West Recognition Award for Excellence in Performance
Dana Jackson
Ansi Rodriguez
Georgina Tamayo Boado
Bernie West Recognition Award for Excellence in Technical Theatre
Asiya Abdulmajid
Joseph Gagliano

Division of Interdisciplinary Studies at the Center for Worker Education
Valedictorian
Dana Monagan
Salutatorian
Darren Taraza
Edward Rivera Prize for Autobiography
Medeli Tavares
Frances S. Patai Essay Prize
Amanda Castaneda

Colin Powell School for Civic and Global Leadership
Climate Policy Fellowship
Stephanie Almodovar
Kenneth Arguedas
Anas Ashraf
Christian Barletta
Alex Boostrom
Sheila Caçares
Nada Elsayed
Alejandro Espinosa
Trisha Estuyé
Tareen Haque
Kayla Hernandez
Kryssian Kopka
Frankie Modell
Amanda Ozman
Mahomudur Rahman
Lauren Salitan
Andrew Salmieri
Famy Silva
Nora Silva
Jonathan Smilovich
Tara Snover
Harold Tavarez
Leslie Vasquez
Mei Yolles
Edward I. Koch Fellowship in Public Service
Pearl Ayamba
Djanabou Bah
Lesly Calle
Binta Diarra
Annie Dong
Daniela Guerrero
Jenny Guiracocha
Erika Hodge
Wendy Ihama
Netanel Kamel
Tahmina Keya
Alia Medina
Anjali Mercado
Rani Persaud
Aneesah Saed
Katherine Scardino
Monica Scotti
Anjali Seegobin
Veronica Sexton
Emily VanVleck
Katherine Vargas
Tanzila Zomo
Mixner Fellowship
Katherine Scardino
NBCU Academy Fellows
Diego Areas Munhoz
Luca GoldMansour
Elena Johnson
Meijun Lei
Flora Lennihan
Teresa Mettela
Kainoa Presbitero
Colin Powell Public Service and Leadership Fellows
Kyle Abrahams
Shanley Augustin
Adrianna Galbraith
Sarah-Hannah Herman
Rachel Holliday
Aryana Khan
Nabeela Mustafa
Caroline Schwab
Dolma Sherpa
Angela Vasovic
Megan Viera
Colin Powell Graduate Fellowship in Leadership and Public Service
Tamires Amorim
Phillip Beard
Rachel Taylor
Racial Justice Fellows
Aderemi Adebayo
Marie Medjine Antoine
Amaçla Ange Atoumou
Lesly Calle
Audrik Carter
Gadil Ceballos
Kira Charles
Kristen Delatour
Khalil Gallop
Max García
Hannah Grunfeld
Oluwafunke Kolawole
Greggaria Lazarte
Shaina Louis
Alia Medina
Lashawn Miller
Gabriel Reyes
Katherine Vargas
Semester in Washington, D.C. Fellows
Kira Charles
Nicole Gelfman
Daniela Guerrero
Wendy Ihama
Terese Mettela
Monica Scotti
Darleny Suriel
Mangbe Sylla
Leslie Vasquez
Honors Program in Legal Studies
Rabab Alhadae
Martin Bueno
Ahtiziry Campos
Gadil Ceballos
Shahed Chowdury
Brittany Clark
Annie Dong
Alejandro Espinosa
Vanessa Estrada
Nicole Gelfman
Destyny Gonzalez
Daniela Guerrero
Sara-Hannah Herman
Rachel Holliday
Hamna Ihtesham
Meron Ippolito
Sharon Leal
Yujin Lee
Rani Persaud
Andrellys Ramirez
Andrew Salmieri
Tumpa Sarker
Anjali Seegobin
Tanzila Zomo

Barbara Rich Award for Social Justice
Gabriel Reyes
Cynthia Sanchez

Anthropology

St. Clair Drake Award
Kristen Delatour
Hannah Grunfeld

Ward Medal
Hannah Grunfeld

Economics and Business

Mark & Rose Friedman Scholarship
Jay Garcia

Julius Lefkowitz Scholarship
Kouakou Allah
Serigne Cheikh Modou Kara Cisse

Martin & Mary Weinman Scholarship
Olberta Lico
Omar Martinez

International Affairs

Alumni Prize for Student with Best Potential to be a Good Representative
Roman Voytovych

Best Thesis
Andrew Berger

Highest Grade Point Average
Kimberly Forsyth

Overall Best MA Student
Petros Rafael

International Studies

International Studies Service Award
Rachel Holliday
Teresa Mettela
Aneesah Saeed
Andrew Salmieri

Cedric J. Robinson Award
Noshin Begum
Adelina Romero

Ward Medal
Adouma Ali Amel-Hassane
Marohey Darboe
Eliamaria Martinez
Emily Van Vleck

Political Science

American Politics Award
Sarah-Hannah Herman
Andrew Salmieri

Best Senior Thesis
Luca Goldmansour

Comparative Politics Award
Brahima Bathily
Divine Ndombo

Human Rights Award
Madouanica Genestin

International Relations Politics Award
David Hunt
Reda Souaidi

Legal Studies Award
Rachel Holliday

The Political Science Award
Abigail Raghunath
Anjali Seegobin

Political Theory Award
Annie Dong
Kaylee McGowan

The Public Policy Award
Shahed Chowdhury
Nailah Malik

Psychology

The Bernard R. Ackerman Award
Alia Medina

The Joseph E. Barnack Awards
Mariely Hernandez (Doctorial)
Hebah Jihad (Undergraduate)
Linghsi Liu (Graduate)

Kenneth and Mamie Clark Award
Rachel Taylor

The William Crain Award
Mariana Espinosa Polanco

The Francis P. Hardesty Award
Nicole Gelfman

The William King Award
Abigail Parikh

Women’s and Gender Studies

Best WS10000 Paper
Taylor Mendez

Joan Kelly Essay Award
Kira Charles

Ringgold-Rich Award
Kelsie O’Leary

CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Sophie Davis Biomedical Education Program

The Dean’s Award for Academic Excellence
Alisha Daroch
Oluwafunke Kolawole
Amina Nasari
Palak Oza
Rooshi Parikh
Halley Yung

The Dean’s Medal for Academic Achievement
Oluwafisayo Adeoye
Sahar Ali
Debra Chan
Peter Giannaris
Shayan Huda
Anjali Jacob
Yehuda Mastrov
Dharam Mathur
Abigail Montalman
Rachel Monteau
Anneliese Opran
Mubeen Sadaqat
Justin Samuel
Loren Shamalov

DIVISION OF SCIENCE

Valedictorian
Kazi Maisha

The Bernard B. Levine Scholarship
Kazi Maisha

Dr. Sol J. Heiligman Scholarship
Deandra Sylvester

Biology

The Olivia McKenna Award
Jalen J. Crespo

The Professor William Stratford Prize
Ekene B. Onwubiko
Abbe C. Pannuci

Chemistry & Biochemistry

Julius Axelrod Award
Vincent Yang

J. Birnbaum Scholarship Award in Chemistry
Saidra Salomon
Albert & Frances Hochman Scholarship Award
Shahrukh Khan

Stanley Kashinsky and Jean Carman Scholarship Fund
Hrutvik Bhavsar
Jennifer Chukwu
Ernite Coronado
Arthur Egel
Maria Sanchez Garita
Kayla Hernandez
Justin Kwong
Marilyn Mathews
Lucy Montesino
Kiara Pena-Augusto

Legato Endowed Scholarship Fund
Deepti Verma

The Arthur G. Levy Award
Tasnim Anjum Raka

Seymour Mann Memorial Award
Molly Caperna

Marks Neidle Memorial Prize
Summaya Saki

Max Pavey Scholarship Fund
Shaibu Mumuni Karim

George A. & James E. Petersson Fellowship
Farruhjon Yodgorov

Allan Rosenberg ’59 and Roslyn Rosenberg Scholarship Fund
Burha Rasool

Harold Scheraga Honorary Distinction
Daniella Jimenez

Dr. Irving R. Schmolka Fellowship
Melanie Andrange Moina

Allen Taylor Scholarship
Jancy Contrares Hernandez

Ward Medal in Chemistry
Saidra Salomon

Samuel H. Wilen Chemistry Fund
Steffanie Castillo

James Whittam Fund
San Che Wong

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Jeffrey Steiner Research Award
Sheila Caceres Ferreras
Carolien Mossel

Ward Medal for Earth and Atmospheric Science
Gabrielle Belaya

Ward Medal for Environmental Earth Systems Science
Leulaye Maskal

Mathematics
The Israel E. Drabkin Memorial Award
Ben Hartenstein

The Bennington P. Gill Award
Dahkota Debold

The Emil L. Post Memorial Award
Amanda Shahollari
Harold Tavarez

Physics
Dr. Bernard Hamermesh Scholarship
Shuva Roy

Michio Kaku Scholarship in Theoretical Physics
Polina Belousova

Research Honors
Dahkota DeBold
Sorah Fischer

The Sonkin Medal
Sorah Fischer

Ward Medal in Physics
Nipun Koshy

GROVE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Valedictorian
Ryan Jose

Salutatorian
Basha Tropper

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Alexandria Hoang

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Basha Tropper

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Peter Metias

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Alexander Matzoros

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Kareem Ibrahim

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Liu Shan Wu Chen

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Steven Toprover

Engineering Alumni Medal Award
Zhaohan Yang

Interdepartmental Awards
Adler Endowed Scholarship
Fiyinfoluwa Akinwumi
Abel Asfaw
Ahmed Elwakeel
Paul Gbaguidi
Muzahidul Islam
Jacob Livianu
Mohammad Nahidul Islam Shaham

Abraham and Helen Bolsky Trust Scholarship
Nicholas Gorton

Theodore Charos/Radix Scholarship
Anupriya Roul

Wilfred Vernon Clarke Memorial Fund
Trent Strachan

Grove Scholars
Jaiti Swami

Grove School of Engineering Honors Program
Vivian Cid Dector
Ahmed Heiba
Tasnuva Hoque
Michal Kropiewnicki
Jeffmichael Presto
Georgianna Ramos
Ekramul Sawrid
Stefan Thomas
Robert Zinn

National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering (NACME) Scholars
Fiyinfoluwa Akinwumi
Abel Asfaw
Silvio Cifuentes
Cristian Cuevas
Paul Gbaguidi
Ruben Martinez
Ricardo Peralta
Trent Strachan

PRES Scholarship
Ricardo Peralta

PRES-Women in Engineering Scholarship
Abigail Doris

Joseph E. Robbins Award
Andrew Damas
Dimitar Krastev

Dorothy Schnabel Scholarship
Adeel Delshad

Society of American Military Engineers (S.A.M.E.) Scholarship
Cristian Cuevas
Ahuvah Friedman
Joanna Guillen
Ryan Jose
Shadman Kazi
Christopher Lall
Jacob Livianu
Ruben Martinez
Adham Morsy
Benjamin Pascal
Ricardo Peralta
Edgar Pineda
Subhra Sen
Jeremy Shivwakumar
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Trent Strachan
Stefan Thomas
Robert Zinn

David B. Steinman Memorial Scholarship
Andrew Damas
Dimitar Krastev

Verizon MSE Scholarship
Maliha Tabassum

Whitford Scholarship
Peter Metias

Biomedical Engineering

Wallace H. Coulter Award for Outstanding Graduate Research Performance in Biomedical Engineering by a Master’s Student
Niovi Dollas

Wallace H. Coulter Award for Outstanding Graduate Research Performance in Biomedical Engineering by a PhD Student
Gozde Unal

Wallace H. Coulter Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Academic Performance in Biomedical Engineering
Amilcar Malave

Wallace H. Coulter Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Research Performance in Biomedical Engineering
Jing Yu Carolina Chen Feng
Alexandra Hoang
Amilcar Malave
Cynthia Poon
Anupriya Roul

The Rukin Award for Academic and Professional Perseverance in Biomedical Engineering by a Graduate Student
Niovi Dollas
Pratyusha Ghosh
Kaustubh Sapru

Harold Shames Award for Graduate Academic Excellence by a PhD Student
Zeinab Esmailpour

Harold Shames Award for Undergraduate Academic Excellence
Alexandria Hoang

Chemical Engineering

Putell Prize For Excellence in Chemical Engineering for Graduating Seniors
Jorin Dawidowicz
Rene Diaz-Rocha
Lisa Feder
Eralda Memia
Malesa Devi Sammy
Tahsin Suba
Agata Turula
Daniel Vasquez
Yarasla Yajak

A.X. Schmidt Scholarship (The Grove Foundation)
Mohammad Alam
Jorin Dawidowicz
Rene Diaz-Rocha
Lisa Feder
Omer Findo
Brenda Hernandez
Yasol Jang
Eralda Memia
Amnara Muzaffar
Szimon Niewiadomski
Malesa Devi Sammy
Antonio Sinadine
Tahsin Suba
Basha Tropper
Daniel Vasquez
Yarasla Yajak

Moles Scholarship
Peter Metias
Stela Zabelaj

NY Water Environment Association (NYWEA) University Forum - 2nd Place Prize
David Charn

Lee Petrella Scholarship (Thornton Tomasetti Foundation)
Stela Zabelaj

Frances M. & Edward S. Plotkin Scholarship
Ming Sum Leung
Xiaoxiao Zhang

Shackman Family Scholarship
Christian Pena

Civil Engineering

AECOM Scholarship
Margarita Tsangaridou

American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) Thornton Tomasetti Award
Huan Ying Zhang

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Metropolitan Section Scholarship
Ana Radonjic

Walter Babich Scholarship
Nicholas Gorton
Peter Metias

Daniel A. Cuoco Endowed Memorial Scholarship (Thornton Tomasetti Foundation)
Peter Metias

DFI Stanley Merjan Scholarship
Nicholas Gorton
Ming Sum Leung
Peter Metias
Xiaoxiao Zhang

Professor John J. Eschemuller Brooklyn Tech CCNY Scholarship
Yuhaoc Chen
Ruben Martinez

Bernard Haber Civil Engineering Scholarship
Nicholas Gorton
Ming Sum Leung
Ricky Ng
Chaudhry Saleem
Shirazum Munira Shachi
Xiaoxiao Zhang

Federal Highway Administration Eisenhower Fellowship Award
Shirazum Munira Shachi
Huan Ying Zhang

James Lammie Endowed Scholarship
Chaudhry Saleem
Huan Ying Zhang

Frederick McLaughlin Scholarship
Jose Wu Hung Fung
Alisa Neljkovic

Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering Achievement Award
Daniel Rosenthal

Computer Science

Computer Science Achievement Award
Yi Lin
Shuoxin Liu
Maliha Tabassum

Earth Systems Science and Environmental Engineering

NOAA CESSRST
Ronnie Reinoso

Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering Achievement Award
Andrey Kulyna
Md Rahman

Mechanical Engineering

Jack & Shelly Feinstein Scholarship
Andrew Damas
Jared Phair

Peter L. Tea Award for Undergraduate Research
Brennen Cordero
Luisanny Marneze

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

The Patricia Black Educational Leadership Award
Nakia Smith

The Frances Blumenthal Memorial Award
Jennifer Negron

The Peter and Joan Goodman Stipend
Anisha Figueroa
The Sylvia Liss Scholarship Fund
Natasha Muriell

INTERCOLLEGiate AThLETiCS

The Lionel Malamed Senior Award
Nicholas Karkut
Sardar Khanbilvardi
Katherine Scardino
Claudia Serna

SUSTAiNABILITY iN THe URBAN EnViRONMENT

List Not Available

SEEK

The Marian and Anthony Belli Outstanding SEEK Graduate of the Year Award
Gabriel Reyes

Distinguished SEEK Tutor Award
Alejandro Espinosa
Subha Awan

Honorable Mention for Outstanding SEEK Graduate of the Year
Salma Akter
Michael Elcock
Steve Abamby Estrada Raymundo
Dolma Sherpa

The SEEK Award for Outstanding Scholastic Achievement
Chelsea Morales
Rayssa Rosario Martinez

SEEK Engineering Award
Zi Jie Lin

The SEEK Special Tribute
Jefferson Almonte

The SEEK Director’s Special Recognition Award
Anyhara Garcia

Special Honorable Mention for Outstanding SEEK Graduate of the Year
Ikra Ditta
Maria Jimenez
Maricela Niola
Lin Dan Zheng

The Debra Kennedy Sterling Silver Award
Ahtziry Campos

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Louis Shapiro Friendship Award
Danielle Evans

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

List Not Available

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETiES

Chi Alpha Epsilon
National Honor Society
Ahtziry Campos
Malika A Khan
Gabriel Reyes
Dolma Sherpa

Tau Beta Pi Honor Society in Engineering
Zahin Akif
Avrahrain Brand
Marysol Chu
Siena Dane
Aishwarya Das
Jorin Dawidowicz
Abdoulaye Thierno Diallo
Rene Diaz-Rocha
Lisa Feder
Josue Flores
Martin Gonzales
Nicholas Gorton
Rasha Hussain
Julian Immordino
Malka Jacobs
Ryan Jose
Elizabth Koretsky
Gene Lam
Daniel Lichter
Khalil Nasim
Richard Ngai
Tuan Anh Nguyen
Justin Park
Cynthia Poon
Anupriya Roul
Puja Saha
Abner Salmeron
Malesa Sammy
Jonathan Smilovich
Malika Tabassum
Tenzin Tashi
Stefan Thomas
Basha Tropper
Agata Turula
Ethan Wong
Ryan Wong
Yaraslau Yajak
Hassan Yassine
Sandrine Youssef
Stela Zabelaj
Xiaoxiao Zhang

Phi Beta Kappa
Gamma Chapter

From the Class of September 2021
Crystal Bella
Lassly Chicaiza
Sarahalgrace Lehmann
Don Macleod
Giselle Matos
Leandro Pimentel Marcelino
Vivian Ramos
Simone Wilson
Kendrick Zapata

From the Class of January/February 2022
James Artache
Hailey Bernhard
Elimelech Blau
Adam Burby
Juan Antonio Burgos Arzola
Mahnoor Butt
Lesly Calle
Maricarmen Canales Moreno
Man Sum Chiu
Jiwon Choi
Barbara Colon
Antonio Crocker
Ashley Escobar
Mariana Espinosa-Polanco
Elizabeth Fernandez Fermin
Mark Girgis
Alexandros Gkikas
Tina He
Fabliha Hussain
Hamna Ihtesham
Kevin Kevin
Rossella Laeng
Wenting Liu
Ran Liu
Charlotte Mccann
Serah Mckenzie
Dana Monagan
Megan Moran
Siarra Morrow
Ume Mukhtar
Gregory Nemesdy
Argelia Paulino
Diana Ponce
Jannie Ravn
Gabriel Reyes
Anthony Ruiz
Samantha Sakun
Harmony Sesenton
Amanda Shahollari
Sierra Sutton
Susan Thorson
Maria Toro
Aasiya Van
Vanessa Victorio
Carla Villafana
Mame Wallace
Yunyi Zhang

From the Class of June 2022
Kyle Abrahams
Azizah Al Antri
Aidah Al-Antri
Amilcar Alfaro-Martell
Kristina Alli
Samantha Alvarez
Shiffa Arif
Katelyn Asciutto
Djenabou Bah
Colleen Bixler
Jacqueline Blyudoy
Maeve Brind’amour
Ian Brinkley
Anjali Bryan
Tamas Caldwell-Gilbert
Monique Carchi
Oasheka Chowdhury
Anson Chung
Sendi Colon
Angelina Coronado
Daniela Cortes
Marohey Darboe
Katherine Delgado
Annie Dong
Rania Ebrahim
Marino Echavarria  
Alexandra Eller  
Nathan Ferraz  
Scarlett Gaitan  
Anyhara García Moreta  
Nicole Gelfman  
Hannah Grunfeld  
Stephanie Guzman  
Masashi Hamaoka  
Leah Harrigan  
Benjamin Hartenstein  
Sarah-Hannah Herman  
Rachel Holliday  
David Hunt  
Thanjila Hussain  
Merón Ippolito  
Hebah Jihad  
Jayleen Jimenez  
Daniel Johnson  
Angela Jonsson  
Netanel Kamel  
Tahmina Keya  
Ali Khalil  
Mehnaz Khan  
Amber Khatri  
Jyotsna Kokkotu Joy  
Nipun Koshy  
Meijun Lei  
Flora Lennihan  
Jimmy Lin  
Jendelyn Lucero  
Robby Lyallpuri  
Kazi Maisha  
Joseph Mansfield  
Eliamaria Martinez  
Kimberly Martinez  
Melanie Matonte  
Teresa Mettela  
Ana Miranda  
Tasnim Momo  
Librada Montero Hanley  
Paulette Moore-Akonnor  
Chelsea Morales  
Adam Mouldi  
Ragha Nashir  
Maricela Niola  
Mason O’donnell  
Sylvia Osner  
Eri Ozaki  
John Papageorgiou  
Lesly Perla  
Rani Persaud  
Daisy Pinos  
Kainoa Presbitero  
Reshmin Roy  
Gregory Sabel  
Aneesah Saed  
Lauren Salタン  
Andrew Salmieri  
Saidra Salomon  
Katherine Scardino  
Anjali Seegobin  
Samina Siraj HUDWA  
Jeremy Sternrit  
Georgina Tamayo Boado  
Nafiza Tarannum  
Sadia Tasnim  
Heleni Trihas  
Molly Wolff  
Ziwei Xing  
Vincent Yang  
Farrukhjon Yodgorov  
Lin Dan Zheng  

**COLLEGE-WIDE AWARDS**

**CCFELL/Isaacs Scholarship**  
Sadia Tasnim  
Mame Wallace  

**CCNY Scholars**  
Leslie Gisneros  
Selena Gabrielle  
Nadia Guerrier  
Sarah Logan  
Tasnim Raka  
Cynthia Sanchez  
Raisa Tahsin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**City College Fellowship**  
Alexander Cernei  
Ran Liu  
Kailyn Mora  
Max Sehaumpai  

**City College Honors Program**  
Melanie Andrago Moina  
Adam Burbey  
Leslie Gisneros  
Paul Fiore  
Hames Gabr  
Selena Gabrielle  
Victoria Gomes  
Nadia Guerrier  
Jenny Guiracocha  
Miaoting He  
Sarah Logan  
Nowrin Nisa  
Tasnim Raka  
Cynthia Sanchez  
Raisa Tahsin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**English Honors**  
Colleen Bixler  
Sharon K. Boateng  
Angelyn Coronado  
Paris Green  

**Kaye Scholars Program**  
Liam Bowell  
Maricarmen Canales Moreno  
Angelina Coronado  
Michael Elcock  
Nathan Ferraz  
Ashley Gonzalez  
Daniel Johnson  
Melanie Matonte  
Chelsea Morales  
Kainoa Presbitero  
Julee Rene  
Lauren Salタン  
Syarin Syafrrudin  
Nafiza Tarannum  
Sadia Tasnim  
Angelyn Mae Tor  
Mame Wallace  

**Fulbright U.S. Student Program**  
Kelsie O’Leary  

**Honors Program in Legal Studies**  
Rabab Alhade  
Martin Bueno  
Ahitizy Campos  
Gadiel Celablos  
Shahed Chowkdury  
Brittany Clark  
Annie Dong  

**Fuštinhishem**  
Hanna Ih  
SharonLea  
Yujin Lee  
Rani Persaud  
Andrew Ramirez  
Andrew Salmieri  
Tumpa Sarker  
Anjali Seegobin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**Ruth Garfinkle Levine & David Levine Sophie**  
Oluwaşıyo Adeoye  
Priscilla Babalola  
Bayan Berri  
Audrik Carter  
Renaldine Compere  
Kawther Coppin  
Hector Dominguez  
Nowshin Islam  
Hans Owuor  

**Julius & Betty Lewis Isaacs Scholarship in Language & Literature**  
Colleen Bixler  
Angelyn Coronado  
Paris Green  

**Macaulay Honors College Graduates**  
Alia Abdel Hameed  
Kyle Abrahams  
Katelyn Ascuiut  
Sk Ayon  
Jaron Azayev  
Yaas Azmoudeh  
Arjeta Balidemaj  
Jacqueline Blyudoy  
Maeve Brind’Amour  
Anjali Bryan  
Henry Burby  
Kristin Burgonio  
Lesly Calle  
Alexander Cernei  
Nicholas Chen  
Osheka Chowdury  
Daniela Cortes  
Nicholas De La Cruz  
Pasani Dharmasena  
Kelly Dong  

**Alejandro Espinos**  
Vanessa Estrada  
Nicole Gelfman  
Destyny Gonzalez  
Daniela Guerrero  
Sara-Hannah Herman  
Rachel Holliday  
Hanna Ih  
SharonLea  
Yujin Lee  
Rani Persaud  
Andrew Ramirez  
Andrew Salmieri  
Tumpa Sarker  
Anjali Seegobin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**Pulbicaty**  
Oluwaşıyo Adeoye  
Priscilla Babalola  
Bayan Berri  
Audrik Carter  
Renaldine Compere  
Kawther Coppin  
Hector Dominguez  
Nowshin Islam  
Hans Owuor  

**Julius & Betty Lewis Isaacs Scholarship in Language & Literature**  
Colleen Bixler  
Angelyn Coronado  
Paris Green  

**Kaye Scholars Program**  
Liam Bowell  
Maricarmen Canales Moreno  
Angelina Coronado  
Michael Elcock  
Nathan Ferraz  
Ashley Gonzalez  
Daniel Johnson  
Melanie Matonte  
Chelsea Morales  
Kainoa Presbitero  
Julee Rene  
Lauren Salタン  
Syarin Syafrrudin  
Nafiza Tarannum  
Sadie Tasnim  
Angelyn Mae Tor  
Mame Wallace  

**Hansen**  
Hanna Ih  
SharonLea  
Yujin Lee  
Rani Persaud  
Andrew Ramirez  
Andrew Salmieri  
Tumpa Sarker  
Anjali Seegobin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**Ruth Garfinkle Levine & David Levine Sophie**  
Oluwaşıyo Adeoye  
Priscilla Babalola  
Bayan Berri  
Audrik Carter  
Renaldine Compere  
Kawther Coppin  
Hector Dominguez  
Nowshin Islam  
Hans Owuor  

**Julius & Betty Lewis Isaacs Scholarship in Language & Literature**  
Colleen Bixler  
Angelyn Coronado  
Paris Green  

**Kaye Scholars Program**  
Liam Bowell  
Maricarmen Canales Moreno  
Angelina Coronado  
Michael Elcock  
Nathan Ferraz  
Ashley Gonzalez  
Daniel Johnson  
Melanie Matonte  
Chelsea Morales  
Kainoa Presbitero  
Julee Rene  
Lauren Salタン  
Syarin Syafrrudin  
Nafiza Tarannum  
Sadie Tasnim  
Angelyn Mae Tor  
Mame Wallace  

**Academıc**  
Hanna Ih  
SharonLea  
Yujin Lee  
Rani Persaud  
Andrew Ramirez  
Andrew Salmieri  
Tumpa Sarker  
Anjali Seegobin  
Tanzila Zomo  

**Ruth Garfinkle Levine & David Levine Sophie**  
Oluwaşıyo Adeoye  
Priscilla Babalola  
Bayan Berri  
Audrik Carter  
Renaldine Compere  
Kawther Coppin  
Hector Dominguez  
Nowshin Islam  
Hans Owuor  

**Julius & Betty Lewis Isaacs Scholarship in Language & Literature**  
Colleen Bixler  
Angelyn Coronado  
Paris Green  

**Kaye Scholars Program**  
Liam Bowell  
Maricarmen Canales Moreno  
Angelina Coronado  
Michael Elcock  
Nathan Ferraz  
Ashley Gonzalez  
Daniel Johnson  
Melanie Matonte  
Chelsea Morales  
Kainoa Presbitero  
Julee Rene  
Lauren Salタン  
Syarin Syafrrudin  
Nafiza Tarannum  
Sadie Tasnim  
Angelyn Mae Tor  
Mame Wallace  

**Macaulay Honors College Graduates**  
Alia Abdel Hameed  
Kyle Abrahams  
Katelyn Ascuiut  
Sk Ayon  
Jaron Azayev  
Yaas Azmoudeh  
Arjeta Balidemaj  
Jacqueline Blyudoy  
Maeve Brind’Amour  
Anjali Bryan  
Henry Burby  
Kristin Burgonio  
Lesly Calle  
Alexander Cernei  
Nicholas Chen  
Osheka Chowdury  
Daniela Cortes  
Nicholas De La Cruz  
Pasani Dharmasena  
Kelly Dong
Albert Felix
Geovani Flores
Hannah Grunfeld
Leah Harrigan
Alexandria Hoang
Kareem Ibrahim
Meron Ippolito
Hebah Jihad
Daniella Jimenez
Ryan Jose
Netanel Kamel
Kenrick Khuu
Grigoriy (Greg) Kimatov
Yael Kirschner
Jyotsna Kokkottu Joy
Nipun Koshy
Gene Lam
Chelsea Lantigua
Seoyeong Hailey Lee
Flora Lennihan
Daniel Lichter
Robby Lyallpuri
Sumaiya Mahin
Teresa Mettela
Jehan Miah
Haresh Mohabir
Nabeela Mustafa
Abel Ninan
Richard Ngai
Ana Maria Oliynyk
Sylvia Osner
Abbe Pannucci
Kayla Peña
Cynthia Poon
Preeti Presannan
Sadia Rahman
Tyler Reiss
Daniel Rosenthal
Gregory Sabel
Katherine Scardino
Summera Shah
Tasfia Tabassum
Steven Toprover
Agata Turula
Toby Wong
Ryan Wong
Liu Shan Wu Chen
Vincent Yang
Mei Yolles

*Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship*
Ana Abreu
Angelina Coronado
Myra Rosa
Sajina Shrestha
Lin Dan Zheng

*New Era Scholarship/CCNY Honors Program*
Julie Kang
This year The City College of New York celebrates the 175th anniversary of its founding. The need for an institution like The City College was recognized as early as 1847, when the State Legislature authorized a local referendum to determine whether a public college should be established in the City of New York; at the time, the city had a population of a half-million people and two private colleges, which had high tuition and only 247 pupils. The vote was overwhelmingly in favor of the proposition, and the Free Academy was established in a new building at Lexington Avenue and 23rd Street. The doors to its first entering class opened in January, 1849, and a class of seventeen young men graduated in 1853; with friends and family members, that first commencement was too large for the chapel at the Free Academy, so it was celebrated in Biblo’s beer garden.

In 1866 the name of the Free Academy was changed by legislative act to The College of the City of New York. Since then, it has been called CCNY—an unofficial designation the College retained even after its name was again changed in 1929 to The City College. Students, alumni and friends call the College, simply, “City.” The college colors, lavender and black, were chosen by the student body in 1866. The beaver, symbol of intelligence, industry and determination, was voted to be the College’s official athletics’ mascot by a student-wide poll in 1934.

The governing body of the College, originally the Board of Education, was replaced in 1900 by a separate Board of Trustees appointed by the Mayor. In 1926, the Board of Higher Education was established to govern both City and Hunter College (founded in 1870), and subsequently the entire City University system, established in 1961. After primary responsibility for funding the University became that of New York State rather than New York City, an enlarged Board of Trustees, appointed by the Governor and the Mayor, assumed control in 1980.

The City College moved to its present location in 1907, and now occupies a thirty-five acre Neo-Gothic and modern campus on historic St. Nicholas Heights. It is really a small university, with a College of Liberal Arts and Science and four professional schools—the Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture, the Grove School of Engineering, School of Education, and the CUNY School of Medicine (formerly the Sophie Davis School of Biomedical Education).

The City College is the nation’s flagship institution of public higher education, predating the midwestern state and land-grant colleges by two decades. It is the number 2 college in the nation with the greatest success of ensuring the social mobility of our students. For more than 170 years it has been a primary avenue of advancement for generations of New Yorkers who might not have had the chance to attend college. Today it continues to fulfill the aim of its founder, Townsend Harris, who said: “Open the doors to all—Let the children of the rich and the poor take their seats together and know of no distinction save that of industry, good conduct and intellect.”
Commencement Committee Co-Chairs

Anthony Achille
Ana King-Garcia
Melinda Hamilton
Barbara Nichols
Wendy J. Thornton

Commencement Working Committee

Nana Abeyie
Seamus Campbell
Hermington Gomez
Joann Huang
Felix Lam
Dee Dee Mozeleski
Tara Nachtigall
Premanand Nankoo
Evelyn Ortega
Patricia Reilly
Simone K. Tarver
Lydia Travis
Dominic Stellini
Jason Wallace

Divisional Ceremonies Committee List

Matthew Albanese
Rawlins Beharry
Cynthia Civil
Charlene Darbassie
Sophia Demetriou
Aminata Diop
Nkem Stanley Mbamelu
Michael Miller
Sheldon Neverson
Maria Olmedo
Elizabeth Rudolph
Gregory Shanck

Marshals*

Janet Steele, Chief Marshal
Dominic Stellini, Deputy Chief Marshal
Henny T. Wong, Deputy Chief Marshal
Teresa Scala, Chief Honorary Degree Marshal
Carlito Berlus, Deputy Honorary Degree Marshal
Tara Nachtigall, Stage Manager
Rob Barron, Master of Ceremonies

Muaad Alody
Katherine Arredondo
Leigh Jeremy Britton
Andrenetta Collins
Suhaylah Dean
Lisa Durvet
Emma Feng
Nina Ferrell
Gail Fong
Katherine Gloede Silverman
Christopher Gorman
Arlene Guzman
Yonnie Harris
Marlin Hernandez
Michael Miller
Jeffrey F Morris
Pauline Pabon
Leonie Peele
Roseena Peralta
David Ranghelli
Guillermo Rivera
Rebecca Rivera
Neel Sawhney
Dominic Stellini
Wajih Tayyab
Melissa Tise

The Board of Trustees of The City University of New York

William C. Thompson, Jr., Chairperson
Sandra Wilkin, Vice Chairperson

Michael Arvanites
Henry T. Berger
Martin J. Burke (Ex Officio)
Una S. T-Clarke
Lorraine Cortés-Vázquez
Salimatou Doumbouya
Fernando Ferrer
Kevin D. Kim
Mayra Linares-Garcia
Robert F. Mujica
Brian D. Obergfell
Jill O’Donnell-Tormey
Herminia Palacio, MD, MPH
Juvenile Piquant (Ex Officio)
Ken Sunshine
Angelo Vivolo

* In the printed version of the commencement book, not all marshals were listed at the time of printing.
The Foundation for City College (Board Members)

Martin Cohen ’70 (Board Chair)
Edward Blank ’57
Vince Boudreau
(CCNY President, ex-officio)
Vivien R. Clark
(Board Secretary)

John M. Dionisio ’71
Joseph Fleischer ’66
Leonard Kleinrock ’57
Maureen Mitchell ’73
Nicolas Roc

Sy Sternberg ’65
Michael Sutton
Lev A. Sviridov, PhD ’05
Josh S. Weston ’50
Peter Zahn

The Foundation for City College (Advisory Committees)

Robert W. Adler ’59
Gabriella de Beer, PhD ’56
Howard V. Campbell ’67
Jack Feinstein PE ’65
Hazel Ann James, Esq. ’96

Jay Ko
Anna Ramos Marinaccio ’62
Allen J. Rothman ’68
Frank John Sciame, Jr. ’74

Emanuel James Stergiou ’71
Kim Wales
Robert B. Welner, PE, MBA ’71
Richard von Zerneck, EdD ’66 & ’68

2021/2022 Alumni Association Executive Committee

Gary A. Calnek ’67, President    David Covington, Executive Director
Jacqueline C. Brooks ’80, ’83MFA
(Physician)
Randy Brozen ’01MFA
Shawn Chin-Chance ’05 (Secretary)
Dr. Joyce R. Coppin ’58E
(2nd Vice President)

Doris H. Field ’56B
Lawrence S. Greengrass ’73
(1st Vice President)
Edward Jackson ’71 (Treasurer)

Diniece Mendes ’12CE
Xinpei Qu ’87 (3rd Vice President)

Thomaisne Vaughan ’76E, ’84MSE
Richard von Zerneck, EdD ’66 & ’68

2022 Student Government Leadership

Aneesah Saeed, President, Undergraduate Student Government
Tyler Gomes, Executive Vice President, Undergraduate Student Government
Hans Owuors, Vice President of Academic Affairs, Undergraduate Student Government
Benjamin Pascal, Vice President of Finance, Undergraduate Student Government
Kazi Tejwar, Vice President of Campus Affairs, Undergraduate Student Government
Adham Morsy, Vice President of Public Affairs, Undergraduate Student Government
Anjanay Spence, Vice President of Student Affairs, Undergraduate Student Government
Rachel Holliday, Secretary of the Senate, Undergraduate Student Government
Samantha Castro, Speaker of the Senate, Undergraduate Student Government
Nelson Asemota, Student Ombudsperson, Undergraduate Student Government

Jennifer Bowen, Executive Chair, Graduate Student Government
Coleman Downing, Executive Vice Chair, Graduate Student Government
Sarah Perez, Secretary & Treasurer, Graduate Student Government
Kevin Walsh, Vice Chair of Academic Affairs, Graduate Student Government
Sabrina Tenteromano, Vice Chair of Community Affairs, Graduate Student Government
THE ENTIRE CITY COLLEGE COMMUNITY WISHES ALL MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2022 THE SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS THEY SO RICHLY DESERVE.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO SEYMOUR ’65 AND LAURIE STERNBERG FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT OF OUR COMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES.
The Alma Mater

Lavender, My Lavender

Sturdy sons of City College,
Trusty hearts and mighty hands
Rally where your streaming banner
With its dauntless emblem stands.
Send a cheer to Heaven Ringing
Voicing in a fond acclaim
Faith and pride in Alma Mater
And her never dying fame.
Lavender, my Lavender!
Lavender, my Lavender!
On the field of life’s endeavor
Bound by ties that naught can sever,
Hail we Alma Mater ever, Lavender, my Lavender!

Daughters wise of City College,
Join your voices in the song.
To the lusty cheers of brothers,
Add your effort clear and strong.
Send a hymn to Heaven Singing,
Filled with love and fond acclaim,
Faith and pride in Alma Mater
And her never dying fame
Lavender, my Lavender!
Lavender, my Lavender!
On the field of life’s endeavor
Bound by ties that naught can sever,
Hail we Alma Mater ever,
Lavender, my Lavender!

Words by Elias Lieberman 1903
Music by Walter R. Johnson 1903